
Overview 

⟣ On Friday morning Sept 17th, 2022, I wrote out the dream I had that lasted all night, in small, small 

vignettes.  Then, with no sleep I had to drive the following day for 10 hours on 2 hours sleep. I was pitifully 
exhausted.   

I was awakened at 1 am on Saturday and I was given many words— I did not want to wake my husband so I went 
into the bathroom to write them.  As I walked in I noticed a cloud ½ way down the window. This has never 
happened here, and it is not the fog season and we live by the coast where low clouds are not a thing.  Hours 
later, I truly felt like that cloud was like a "Moses moment", because it was the first time I had God speaking to 
me without it being in a dream.  I was given several hours of images, riddles, specifics information and verses in 
small vignettes.   

Then, that day I was feeling frustrated like I had a lot of puzzle pieces — but they were not fitting together.  So I 
prayed that God would give me clarity.  Sunday morning I was awakened at 1 am with the brightest white flash of 
lighting, I’ve ever experienced - and I got up to write down what I was hearing.  After a few of the things I was 
hearing… I noticed a pattern.  Simultaneous with every time I was hearing the Lord’s words, there was a huge 
flash of lighting. Also, if He was speaking of something that made Him angry— like Kings who worship satan 
then this lighting— it would also be simultaneously accompanied by the angriest, longest lasting, growling 
thunder that has ever been heard.  I believe this was so that I would not doubt that this was from God, because I 
am overly cautious having been raised fairly cessation situation, this is all a delicate area I do not want to misstep 
in because I know the strong consequences are that are attached to relaying what one hears from the Lord.   

By Thursday, I had struggled to undo most of the given puzzles and riddles, but still I did not have a full 
understanding of all the vignettes.  To be fair, it was about 12 hours worth of bits and pieces that I had to 
categorize events by months as well as group by different patterns within the information.  After asking my entire 
team that God has built around me to pray on Thursday night-on Friday morning Sept 23rd 1 week the Lord 
woke me with this amazing overview of the entire situation in a two hour session of just listening and writing as a 
scribe. Since this time almost daily, The Lord God Almighty, has been waking me and telling me things to come 
in these last days.   

At some point, the Lord told me to turn these words into a printed format and to put footnotes with coordinating 
scriptures.  Some info has been kept to private per His lead, but everything that is in this document I was told 
should be public information. I would highly recommend looking up the verses that are footnoted and use it as a 
Bible Study, it adds a lot of richness to these already well said words.  As a note, everything in grey typeset is 
either a question I had, or words I prayed or bunny trails that I was sent on with riddles and images.  

Hope to see you soon! ⟢ 
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    Blessings… 

                    
Julie ❤

Listening to God
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God’s Vocabulary 
Anointed & Faithful  
Rev 17:14 “These will make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb will overcome them, for He is Lord of Lords and 

King of Kings; and those who are with Him are called, chosen, and Faithful.” 

chosen eklektos: picked out, chosen by God, best in class, rare  
Faithful pistos: trustworthy, Faithful, believer, one who trusts on the promises of God in salvation through Jesus 

Anointed 
Luke 22:31 And the Lord said, "Simon, Simon! Indeed, Satan has asked for you, that he may sift you as wheat. 

Job 1:21 And he said: "Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return there. The Lord gave, 
and the Lord has taken away; Blesses be the name of the Lord 

Acts 13:22 …I have found David the son of Jesse, a man after My own heart, who will do all My will 

Luke 21:36 Watch therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worth to escape all these things that will 
come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man 

Ps 45:7 You love righteousness and hate wickedness; therefore God, your God, has set you above your 
companions by anointing you with the oil of joy 

Job 5:11 He sets on High those who are lowly, and those who mourn are lifted to safety 

Is 40:31 But those who wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; They shall mount up with wings like eagles, 
they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint 

Faithful 
1 Peter 1:5 who are kept by the power of God though Faith for salvation ready to be revealed in the last time 

Ps 31:23-4 Oh, love the Lord, all you His saints! For the Lord preserves The Faithful, and fully repays the proud 
person. Be of good courage, and He shall strengthen your heart, all you who Hope in the Lord 

Psalm 101:6 My Eyes shall be on The Faithful of the land, that they may dwell with me; He who walks in a Perfect  
way. He shall serve me.  

½ Born & Rebel 
John 18:9 that the saying might be fulfilled which He spoke, "Of those whom You gave Me I have lost none" 

gave didomi: to give to someone; to commission, what is due 

lost apollymi: to put out of the way entirely, abolish, to put an end to; to allow eternal misery in hell, to lose 

none oudeis: not one, nothing 

½ Born 
Mal 3:7 "Yet from the days of your fathers, you have gone away from My ordinances and have not kept them. 

"Return to Me and I will return to you," says the Lord of hosts. "But you said, 'In what way shall I return?' 

Jer 24:7 "Then I will give then a heart to know Me, that I am the Lord; and they shall be My People, and I will be 
their God, for they shall return to Me with their whole heart. 
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Rebel 
Is 1:20 But if you refuse and rebel, You shall be devoured by the sword; for the mouth of the Lord has spoken 

Hosea 7:14 And they have not cried unto Me with their heart, when they howled upon their beds: they assemble 
for themselves corn and wine, and they rebel against me. 

Rev 2:10 Do not fear any of those things which you are about to suffer. Indeed, the devil is about to throw some 
of you into prison, that you may be tested, and you will have tribulation ten days. Be Faithful unto death, and 
I will give you the crown of life. 

Rev 6:9 When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain for the word 
of God and for the testimony which they held. 

Rev 7:14 And I said to him, "Sir, you know." So he said to me, "These ar the ones who come out of the great 
tribulation, and washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. 

Wicked 
Job 18:21 Surely such are the dwellings of the wicked, and this is the place of him who does not know God 

Ps 36:1-4… An oracle in my heart concerning the transgression of the wicked: There is no fear of God before his 
eyes, for he flatters himself in his own eyes, when he finds out his iniquity and when he hates. The words of 
his mouth are wickedness and deceit; he has ceased to be wise and to do good; he devises wickedness on 
his bed; he sets himself in a way that is not good; he does not abhor evil. 

Is 13:11 I will punish the world for it’s evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; I will halt the arrogance of the proud, 
and will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible 

Is 47:10-11 For you have trusted in your wickedness; You have said, ’No one sees me’; Your wisdom and your 
knowledge have warped you; and you have said in your heart, 'I am, and there is no one else besides me.' 
Therefore evil shall come upon you; You shall not know from where it arises. And trouble shall fall upon you; 
You will not be able to put it off. And desolation shall come upon you suddenly, which you shall not know. 

Ps 53:1 The fool says in his heart, "There is no God." They are corrupt; there is no one who does good, not even 
one 

Rev 14:11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever; and they have no rest day or night, who 
worship the beast and his image, and whoever receives the mark of his name 

Also Benji: 
Jer 6:1 O you children of Benjamin, gather yourselves to flee from the midst of Jerusalem! Blow the trumpet in 

Tekoa, and set up a signal fire in Beth Haccerem; For disaster appears out of the north, and great destruction  

Mark 9:35 And He sat down, called the twelve, and said to them, "If anyone desires to be first, he shall be last of 
all and servant of all 

Deut 33:12 - Of Benjamin he said: "The beloved of the Lord shall dwell in safety by Him, who shelters him all day 
long; and he shall dwell between his shoulders." 
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If you need a quick reference for verses to share the Gospel… 
Hear & Believe 
1 Cor 15:3-5 For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance: that Christ died for our sins according 

to the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day according to the Scriptures...  

Confess 
Rom 10:9-10 If you declare with your mouth, "Jesus is Lord, and believe in your heart, that God raised him from 

the dead, you will be saved". For it is with your heart that you believe and are justified, and it is with your 
mouth that you profess your Faith and are saved. 

Repent & Be Baptized 
Acts 2:38 Then Peter said to them, "Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for 

the remission of sins; and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit. 

Walk as a New Creation & Be Confident 
Romans 6:2-5... How shall we who died to sin live in it any longer? Or do you not know that all of us who have 

been baptized into Christ Jesus have been baptized into His death? Therefore we have been baptized into 
death, so that as Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, so we might walk in 
newness of life. For if we have become united with Him in the likeness of His death, certainly we shall also be 
in the likeness of His resurrection. 
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The words: 
Baptizer: “Do you believe that Jesus is the Christ? The Son of the Living 
God? Do you believe that He died and was raised to conquer sin?”  

New Christian: “Yes” 

Baptizer: “Do you take Jesus to be your Lord and Savior?”  

New Christian: “Yes” 

Baptizer: 
“I baptize you now, in the name of the Father the Son and the Holy 
Spirit" 

(As they are tipping you back-- do pinch your nose— pro tip 😉 ) 

“You are buried with Christ" 

(And they dunk you under the water then  
after they raise you back up they say…) 

“You are raised to walk a brand new life” 

The Process for Baptism

If you know one Christian have them do it. Bathtub, Swimming Pool, Hot Tub or Lake. Whatever. It’s the obedience to 
what is asked, not the Kind of water.  It is supposed to be a public profession of Faith and ceremony. But we are 
knocking on the door of the end times and lots of Churches don’t event baptize anymore. If you don’t know any other 
Christian’s self baptize is next best. The process is very important to being "In Covenant."  



The Structure  
After several days of listening ~ I found there is a pattern of who is who.  I'm sure it would make it easier to lay 

this out so you know this going into it. Some groups have subgroups. 
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The Mature Faithful Remnant Rebels
RaptureBombs Fall

Are Left Behind 
Some are Martyred 
Do not follow the AC 
Turn to Christ b4 MOTB 
God opens their ears and rounds them 
up in January 
Are very strong Christians 
Memorize the Bible  
Convert Many 
Not captured, not killed  
Sub-group of the Rebels 
Stay for the entire Tribulation 
Have special provisions from God

Great Tribulation

Anointed Go & Come 2  Help

US War & False Peace

Leaders on Earth 
Help ½ Borns to Know Christ 
Help the less Mature Faithful  
Receive Special Protection 
Receive provisions 
Stay for the war 
Are Raptured  pre-trib 
Subgroup of the Faithful 

Oct

Jan

The Anointed

Fully Born Again

All receive the Wrath of God 
Stay for the entire Tribulation 
They love satan, darkness & evil 
They hate God 
They will take the MOTB 
They will fear God but it will be too 
late bc of the MOTB

Leaders  
Taken b/f bombs 
Taken b/f Kings Mask ritual in October 
Receive special bodies & Armor 
Have proved their Faithfulness in life by 
being sifted by satan 
Receive special protections 
Come back  & forth to help ½ Borns & 
Rebels 
Subgroup of the Faithful 

Some Faithful Come & Go 2 Help

God Opens their ears in Nov  
See the miracles & provision of the 
Mature Faithful & causes them to 
be open to God 
Stay for the war 
Are Raptured  Pre-trib 
The completed category of the ½ 
Born is to be fully born again 
This is the mysterious birthing of 
the man-child 
They are counted as Faithful pre-
trib after they get right

Wicked

The Faithful The Wicked
½ Born & Rebels

Christians/The Church
Those given to Jesus from God, but they 
are not yet in right standing with God Belong to satan

Hiders
Are left behind 
They do not like the New 
Government 
They hide from people trying to 
collect rebels 
Many are helped to safe places by 
the Anointed or Faithful  
Many convert to Christianity at 
the Safe places  
Subgroup of the Rebels 
Some die and do not make it to 
the end 
Some are captured and turned 
into slaves, but not Christians

Nov/Dec

Sept
Christians 
Measured

*MOTB = Mark of the the Beast
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Day 1



Sept 23, 2022 —  1 am 
1 month exactly before  Anointing 

1  

The Kings & Our Role 
The Kings have a ritual  
They put a glass bowl over a snake  
He can see out but he cannot do anything  
But when the bowl is lifted he will be very angry  
He will lash out his pent up anger on the Christians   
The snake is of course a symbol of the AC 

The Kings are and will be allowing manufactured war   1

Allowing their own to die without defense, as we see 
in the Ukraine, but worse  

The casualties are purposeful human sacrifices to 
empower the AC   2

I asked about Tish 4- was told to look at the phase of the moon it is 
the third day of a horns moon- so this is a ritual day  

Praying about having humility and coming to listen is a way worthy 
and popped a hoodie up on my head in reverence I feel a hand in-
between by shoulders  

This is Holy Ground  3

Pray to the borders of your city to bind satan and his 
influences and for the King’s sacrifices that your 
city be spared — 

You will be saved  
Many will convert in their fear with humility 

I am calling the Holy  to pray  to spare their city   4 5

The Kings are ruthless, wild beasts  
They only care about power and the promised eternal 

life 
A false story told by satan to them  
That they will have eternal life 
They will have an eternal life of torture with the Lake 

of Fire  6

But they have been promised godhood 
So because of coveting the power of Me 

They will sacrifice all those they have publicly sworn 
to protect  

Pray over your city  
Claiming back the boundaries in the spiritual creates 

a dome of protection they cannot cross 
I will protect you  
Pray with might  and all authority in My Name   7 8

Do not fear  
Fear is not Trusting in Me   9

Trust when you pray  10

Pray the name of My Son Jesus   11

His name has power over all darkness  
Believe this   12

2  

The US War  
The US will be bombed and occupied  
 before you leave   13

This humbling  
These losses are because of your leadership’s desire 

for power and the weakness of the people 
They have forgotten their God and they are weak in 

character  

Those that are ½ Born will cry out to Me  in pain  14

Some because of great fear  
Some because of great grief  
Some because of great humility   15

They will be craving the Gospel  
Share it with them   16

 They will accept it like it is water to the parched 

Simple words with great Love   17

You do not need great theology or a great number of 
verses  

The simple Gospel will fill their hearts and they will 
become Born Again   18

Fully Born 

In this time those of you that are Holy  
My Faithful  19
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You will be My Hands and Feet   20

Do not fear  
Help others 
You will know which ones need Me  

This is the first harvest  

The ½ Born  will be saved on The Day  21

I will open their ears   22

The Rebels  will not hear My Voice  23

The Wicked  will not hear My Voice   24 25

Do not seek them  
They have other consequences that are Just  
 and must pass through  

You will know with whom to speak  
Shelter them if needed  26

There are big changes coming  
This will take clinging to Me   27

Trust Me  

Encourage one another  
The Faithful are on the same team  
In-fighting does not produce unity  
Encourage one another and build each other up  

Fill your cisterns   28

Read The Word  
Read My Word   
Many people even The Faithful  
 do not spend enough time in My Word   
They spend too much time near My Word   
Listening to others talk about My Word   
To know Me you must read My Word   
I will help you understand 

A time is coming where all of your sources of hearing 
about Me from others will cease  

Only reading My Word  and seeking Me in prayer will 
be available  

Have a paper Bible  
The phones will quit  
Read My Word 

3Rescues and Recompense  
The Day  
I will speak  
I will shatter darkness   29

The bonds darkness  has on the ½ Born will fall off  30

Keep praying for those that are under the hold of the 
evil one  

Pray that they be released and brought home, and 
not have to stay and suffer as The Rebels  

The Rebels are the most stubborn  
But will submit to Me in the end  
When they see that all of the Christians have gone,  
They will know  
But not until they suffer though what the Kings have 

planned,  
Not until they reach desperation will they convert and 

fully give over their heart to Me 

You will come back 
My Faithful—  
Some of you are the ones who will come back to help 

them to safety  
They will be pursued by the governments  
They will become the Hiders 
Many will lose their life for me  31

When The Faithful have left the earth  
The Peace and all that is good will also leave  
The darkness that comes after this is great and mighty  
Only The Wicked will revel in it  

Many will die in this time at the hands of The Wicked  
As The Wicked kill they will bring fear, 
And this will bring power to the rising AC  
He must gain power over many months from satan 

before he will have the power he seeks to rule the 
entire earth  

He will be relentless in doing all that is needed to 
attain this power  

There is nothing that can be done to stop this rise to 
power  

It must occur 

Those that are left will be attracted to him  
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He will deceitfully lie  about what they will get by 32

allowing his lead  
They will willfully give over this throne to him  
But he will be the cruelest leader of all time  
He will fool his followers with promises but not deliver  
He will gain all authority over them  
And they will willingly give him this authority  
It will be too late when they realize he is deceitful  

Once they choose him  
They cannot reverse their choice  
It is an eternal choice 

The Hiders,  
The Rebels to me— 
 They will not choose him  
They will see  
They will hide  
They will band together for: 
 Food 
 Scripture  
 And survival  
Most will be found and jailed or martyred  
Some will endure to the end for the final harvest  
Because they rebelled against Me  
 and would not hear My Voice,  
They will have to endure  

I will send My Help  
I will find them where they hide and bring them to 

safe places  
Their Faith will grow quickly  
Survival will take full Faith and listening to Me  

You Faithful,  
Pray for those you know and Love that are not among 

The Faithful  
Pray they come to Me  
Many of My Faithful do not cry out enough to Me  
Especially over the lost  
Ask and I will answer you  
Knock and I will open the door  

4  

Truth 
The war on Truth is growing  

The Spirit is keeping the boundaries of falsehood  
Soon keeping the Truth will be a threat to the 

darkness  
Never relent with keeping the Truth,  
But use wisdom how you express it and with whom  
People will turn in other people who hold to the Truth 

as the darkness grows   33

Never seek a fight over Truth,  
But if pushed to answer never abandon the Truth  

Stand firm   34

This can only be Done in Me  
Keep your full armor on as is in My Word   35

This will keep you safe  
It is My provision 

🎶 Won’t relent until you have it all, my heart is yours 

Direct instruction to me:  
These previous words, start a video, then backtrack with more info 
from the other dreams and sessions from vignettes to fill in My topic  
I will protect you and your borders  
You speak My Words  

5 The Anointing  
Is The Anointing for all or The Faithful? 
The Anointing is for The Faithful,  
But those not entangled in the world   36

Those I will use to help the ½ Born  
It will be a special protection and guiding by My 

Angels  
No one will harm you because you will be doing My 

Work and I will keep you protected 

There are Christians that are Born Again,  
And they Love Me  
They are not in this group  
They are not fully mentally and in their soul set apart  
They are saved  
They are not half born  
But, they are not My Hands and Feet 

The Anointed ones are the ones I call  
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The Called will be used in a mighty way for Me  
You already have proven that you can be trusted in 

My Eyes, to be called  
You will have a Special Anointing from the Holy Spirit  
 Strength  
 Power  
 Protection  
 Abilities  
These are so you can be My Hands and Feet  
No one will harm you 

The Anointed ones are a different group  
Set apart from the the world  
The Faithful will come back to help the Hiders 
But only The Anointed will have these particular tasks 

and protections for the time of war and to help 
the ½ Born  

The Anointed have fully submitted to Me already  

The Faithful get easily distracted by this world,  
But they are Faithful to Me in their hearts  
The ½ Born are acquainted with me,  
But have never truly chosen Me to lead  
The Rebels have heard,  
But they want to live their life they way they see fit  
The Wicked side with Satan and Love darkness  

I will collect all that are Mine   37

I Love every Child of Mine  
Even some that may seem wicked to you  
I see their end  
I see the pot they will become without cracks and 

mars   38

My Eyes is on them  
I watch all that are Mine  
I see each one’s potential to be how I designed  
I know what each needs to come to Me  
Trust me 
Those that are waiting for Heaven,  
For My Arrival,  
They have a special reward  
All My Children will be saved  
You do not know what I have asked of each person  
Their sacrifices, their journey  
Only I know  
I will give Just rewards  
Do not fret over if you are worthy, 
Or about what rewards you may earn  

Focus on Me and doing as I ask of you  
Do not compare yourself to any other  
Just focus on Me  

eyes killing  
I was praying and asking about some dates and event in the 
vignettes and hear this: 

Birthing of the man child is: 
Getting the ½ Born to bow their heads, 
And submit to Me  
These are Mine  
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Day 2



Sept 25 — 1 am 
Was shown pace of darkness arrives when Hurricane arrives 
 it landed Sept 28 

1Be Still 
Be still & Know that I am God 

Holy Holy Holy is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!!   39

Holy Holy Holy  

 The Almighty God 

2 War in the Spirit 
War in the Spirit is coming  
People are jesting and fooling about— 
  but this is war  
Prepare with your full arsenal of the Armor I have 

given you 

Pray 
 Cry out to Me 
 Protect yourself, your family, your property, your 

city 
 Pray as if your life depends on it  

The time for fooling around has passed  
 Get focused and disciplined 

Hear My Voice 
 Read My Word 
 Turn off the world 
 Focus on the things of My Word 

If you refuse to pray, 
 If you refuse to cling to me,  
 Your stubbornness will cost 
 Read My Word 
 Call out to Me 

Work together as teams 
 Follow My Lead 

A day is coming 
 I will approach 
 I am watching 

If you seek Me — 
 The True Me 
 I will honor this 

A day is coming 
 A day almost here  
When I say come out of her My People,  
 This means be set apart  
 Quit listening to the world 
 Care more about Me than fitting in 

Think about your daily routine 
 How much is for Me and how much is for you? 
 What are you hearing?  
 What are you reading?  
 What are you seeing?  
 Is it of Me? 

Come out of her My People  
 Focus on Me 
 I am your Savior 
 I am your God 

Do you Love Me? 
 Agape? or Phileo? 
 I asked Peter I ask You  

The darkness is coming 
 It is rising 

In October the Anti-Christ begins to build his power  
 You will not see him  
 This is in the dark 
 You cannot stop this   
 This must happen 

But you can protect yourself by  
 Praying to Me and Resting in Me 
 Allow Me to Shelter you  
 Without Me the coming days will be increasingly 

difficult 

The Kings have plans  
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 They invited darkness with their words and rituals 
 The darkness grows  

War is coming 
 Shelter in Me to be protected 

You will be known as naked and ashamed if you do 
not Rest in Me… 

 You cannot do what is needed in your own power  
 Only by Resting in Me can you make it through 

the darkness to come  

Read My Word 
 Learn My Voice 
 Cry out to Me 
 I Love you and want what is best for you  

Many are like stubborn children who demand to do 
things in their own wisdom and not in My 
Wisdom  

 This is foolish 
 I offer My Wisdom in My Word 
 Pick it up and read it 
 Learn it 
 Make it part of your heart 
 Believe it 
 Know it 
 Follow it 
 Live by it  40

Love one another 
 Build one another up  41

 Be My Hands and Feet to the unsaved  
 I will see you through  
 Know that I am your God 

Find Me 
 I am not within you  
 You are within Me 

I am = I AM 

3Anointed  
If you are found worthy 
 Fully submitted to me,  

 Lacking a stubborn heart 
 You will be Anointed  42

 If you are worthy at the time I come to see  43

Many in their pride believe they are worthy,  
 But I am the Judge of hearts and minds 
 Only I know if you have walked Faithfully   44

 Or if you waiver 
 Only I know the heart 

Be humble before me 
 Ask 
 I will answer 
 The Anointed hear me 
 Seek me 

I will fill them with My Holy Power to be used for Me 
in a dark time 

 Nothing will stop them 
 My Angels will lead them 
 They will do My Work 
 They are My Hands and Feet 
 Fear not if you are Faithful but not Anointed   
 You will be saved 
 The Anointing is for those that obey My Voice— 

 No matter the cost 
 They lay down their life and choices for the life I 

have for them 
 They are selfless and run passionately toward me 
 They so not waiver with hurdles 
 The warfare of the enemy does not stop them 
 They dwell with me 
 I see their light from My seat on High  45

They do not go unnoticed 
 Many are hidden only I know them 
 They live quiet & humbly  46

 But they roar with My Power in their Faith 
 They trust Me 
 They seek Me 

War is coming 
 Darkness is coming 
 Be in Me  

I provide for My Own 
 I take care of My Own 
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Day 3



Sept 27 — 2:30 5:50 & 8 am  
after driving all night home in hurricane rain, and being absolutely 
exhausted because My body is not a fan or barometric change 

1Giboa  
The Angels come from Giboa  

She (The Anointed) is taken home  

 

2The Rebel’s Path 
He was telling me specifics about the tribes that I need to 
apply to my 12 tribes video that is coming soon, Lord 

willing and then regarding the fact that some tribes have Rebels He 
said - given with literal white lightning, 

What if the sun had no blindfold? 
It will be very intense after the Rapture, those 
kicked to the curb, The Rebels and The Wicked 

First My People leave 
Then the sun 

The tribes left behind will have intense days  
The Rebels  

The sun with no blindfold 
The water that harms 
Cold that is extreme 
The people will be evil 
Days no one wants to think of 
This is the Just reward for the rebellion 
This is the Just reward for not hearing My Voice 

Some will endure to the end 
Most will not 
Before they perish, by the weather or the 
starvation or by the sword,  

 They will cry out to Me finally 
I will hear their cry 
I will Forgive them  47

I will Love them 
Those that survive 
I will come back for them and send My Own  

help them to safety 
In the end when I am to deal with The Wicked 

 This is when 
The Wicked will not submit 

They will follow the world leaders 

They will take the mark  48

They will worship the evil one 
They will love the earthly body more than their 
eternal soul this is foolish 

But they will believe the lies & the evil one 
I will not have mercy on these that follow the evil 
one 

This is an eternal choice  
 They belong to him 
I come for My Own to save 

but I come for wrath on The Wicked  49

Dan’s army, is My Army 
They will come with Me for wrath 
The Angels will come with Me for My wrath 

The Levites will train The Rebels that made it to the 
end 

The Rebels will fight and win 
Jacob and Israel will fight together 
Oh Lord I am so tired I Love you 
You are amazing 
I am so tired  

3The Darkness & Deception 

The evil - the darkness approaches as the storm 
approaches  

 Pray for your borders 
Fill your cisterns 
Prepare 

Care for one another  
 Pray for one another  50

I am = I AM 

The Darkness grows 
Just as the hurricane grows 
You see all of the the images of how the vapor of 
the sea is pulled into the center of the storm and 
strengthens it? 
This is how the man is brought into darkness 
Men fuel the strength of the storm of spiritual 
darkness as they join the deception and become 
sucked into the center of the storm and this 
makes the darkness grow 

Do not believe the deception  
what is the deception? 
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The energy will build 
The darkness begins and will build like a 
hurricane builds more and more people will be 
brought into it 
Believing the Deception— 

Avoid this 
Abide in Me 
I will sustain you 
Abide in Me  51

Pray for discernment 
Faith in Me is granted to those who ask 
Discernment is granted to who ask 

Do not hate 
Be Kind to one another and to strangers  

 Show My Love 
Forgive 

The deception will cause hate 
Forgive 
I gave My Life for all sins of the people who   
 Choose Me  

 Because I first Loved you  52

You Love others 
Because I first forgave you 
You Forgive others 

I AM 
God please heal me I am so tired 
My head is swirling 

You were driving in the outer band of the hurricane 
last night  

The evil will arise like this in bands 
It will be calm, then tremendously strong and have 

almost no way to see — 
Unless you Rest in Me 

I will sustain you 
I sustain My Own 

Watch the storm 
As it hits land so the darkness hits humanity 
I Love you 
I want to help you 
You must Rest in Me 
You must Trust in Me 
This will be a sorting 

The Faithful and the 1⁄2 born will be known by Him 
How you respond in the darkness to come 

Trust in Me will be seen from on High  
Trust Me 

The 1⁄2 born will not trust Me 

I warn you because I Love you  

Be Love 
Forgive 

Do not be brought into the darkness to come 
Darkness approaches 

My Own will all be saved 
But how you respond to Me and when you 
respond to Me this marks the path you will take 
in these end days 

Choose me 
Have Faith in Me alone 
I will sustain you  

4The Lord Sees Me &  
Tells Me Why Me 

Lord I am so tired help me to be able to read all of this in the 
morning and help me to write this clearly I am so tired- help me to 
not forget one word 
Pray 
  I will send My Angels to protect you and guide 

you  
 They Love to help 

But I must be asked 
The sincere prayers of a righteous man avails 
much 

I am capable to save, protect & guard  
Pray and Ask 

🎶  O Lord My God 
While I I’m in awesome wonder, 
How I consider the creator of all 
How is it you choose me for this task? I am humbled! 
humbled!  

You are chosen for your Faith and your lack of fear 
and because you have lived the life I have asked 
of you— 
When it was easy and and when it was difficult 

You have been shown approved 
You are shown to be trusted 
You have My ear  53

I have heard you from on High 
For an entire lifetime of Faithfulness to Me 

You renewed your soul on The Faithful  
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The ones elevated in the Bible 
Not Just their story 
But you found their humanity 

The roots of what made them Faithful 
The giants of the Faith 

You are among these 
 These are your peers 
 Living humbly among the wolves 
 Seeking Me when around you all others waiver 
I have sent you others that are Faithful ones 
 To encourage and surround you  
I have sent you others that needed to learn from you 
 You have much to teach others 
 
You have My heart 

You are My Good and Faithful servant 
 You will be honored among The Faithful of My 

Ancients 
There are others like you 
Quietly living for Me through their struggles  
 They will be honored 

Their Faithfulness with not go unnoticed 
You are all of the same Kind 
 Faithful 

You all hear My Voice 
You do not waiver 

You will be protected  
 Your Faith rewarded 
Keep pressing into Me  
Encourage one another pray for one another 

I AM  

Lord I need some rest I am so tired, please help me to get rest, have 
so much to do and get out please multiply my time and bind satan 
and his influences and his entire team from me- so time is short 
I bow down in honor Lord Thank You for loving us.  Thank you for 
Grace  

I am your covering 
You are Mine 

A guaranteed kidnapping 
 The Taking Away will bring the Fear of the Lord 
Many will be healed 

Their bodies have been harmed by the evil one 
 They will be healed 
 Healed in My presence at the Anointing 

 Or Healed when I Speak to the 1⁄2 born and 
open their ears — I will heal My People 

What the enemy means for evil I will turn to good 

Some have lived for Me 
Others for yourself 

Some for a lifetime inflicted with many harms from 
the evil one I will heal them 

5The Gathering of The Rebels 

January is the time to gather The Rebels  
 I will heal their selfish hearts 

I will open their ears 
The Wicked will not turn to Me 

They are the ones who revel in darkness actual 
lightning 

The Rebels will be known by the governments  
 They will not comply 
 They will be the hiders 

They will not believe the lie set forth 
They will not submit to the New Laws to come 
Some will have a space or farm, for survival, taken 

away  
They will not agree with the NWO 
They will realize their error when I open their ears 

They will submit to Me 
I will bring them comfort 
  I will help 

I will send My Anointed and some Faithful  54

I will not leave them alone 
Even as the world is very very dark— 
 I will encourage them with those with My light  
 I will not leave them in despair 
The Wicked will believe the lies of The Wicked rulers 

When they do not uphold Truth it will be too late  
They love evil 

Things will change 
NWO(new world order) blue screen popped up/a 
normal internet screen was shown and then as if 
being pushed down and away and obsolete— 

A new type of internet page was shown— 
In order to get into the NWO certain things will have to be shown— 
 It was an app—  
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It will control everyone 
Do not comply means 

no food 
no money 
no energy 

For their temporal needs— 
  Many will comply  
 Manipulation is the key 
The digital ID is a problem 

It will be sold as a solution  
 But will be to control 
People will support the changes as solutions at first 

But not The Rebels  
They will not 
They Rebels will see 

A nice life will be promised for complying  
 Total compliance will be the goal 

Shots and 
100% tracking 

Those not in agreement 
Will be cast out of society and work and will have 
to find a form of survival 

Some will be captured and put into slums to work as 
slaves  

 As a labor force  
 Captured that do not comply will be killed 

But they will be given a choice  
 To comply or death 
As a person gets clean in a shower 

So The Rebels will get clean with the washing of 
the Word   55

They will cling to it  56

Their Faith will grow quickly 
They will be Mine 

The rich will control the food 
They will enjoy the luxuries of food, but the 
people will not  

They will suffer terribly 
Even those that comply 
Survival will be difficult 

But not to My People who were Rebels  
 I open their ears— 
 They will have provisions 

They will not be forgotten 
Like in Acts the fight will be fierce  
 But like in Acts the Hiders will share  

 They will Love 
They will have Joy in Me— though their struggles 

I will use The Anointed  
The Anointed and some Faithful to help Me 

  help The Rebels  
The Rebels that turn to Me 

The Hiders
The Hiders will memorize the Bible 

For fear of not having it 
They will have My Words on their hearts   57

 They will share it with others with no book 
Most will accept My Words 

Some will betray My Hiders in the safe harbors 
They will turn them in to the government on the 
promise of food  

 But they will not be given food 
A few in the beginning will be given power, food, 

luxuries and a nice place to live 
But this will only be done to be used as bait for more 

to work for the government in Hopes to attain 
the same 

The new government will be cruel — savage 
The Hiders that come to Me will not waiver in their 

Faith  
They will not submit to the evil oneThey will be 

strong even to death if needed 

I will not be ashamed 
I will give My People choices 
They will get the natural consequences of their 
choices  

You can choose life 
You do not need to be left behind 

Choose Me 
Choose Life 
I’m the One True God 
Come to Me 

Jesus: 
In the end I will overcome  58

Take My Kingdom  59

I will reign 
It will be done with Grace, Truth & Justice   60

Mine will live in Peace with me—
The darkness will not prevail because I am the Light 

of Life   61

I SHATTER THE DARKNESS 
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I am the Son of God 
Jesus the Christ  

My People rejected Me— 
  So I opened a door that no one can shut —  62

 The invitation to all 
 To come to Me 
I gave My life for sin — 63

In this I can Forgive all sins, no matter how dark-- 
But you must cling to me 
I must be the Lord of your life 
You must Trust Me 

The next months will show where  
 the hearts of men are  
Each will be revealed 
I will release their Just recompense  64

Choose Me 

6  

God: Reassurance to The Faithful  
To My Faithful  
No one can snatch you out of My Hand  
I know My Sheep and My Sheep hear My Voice  65

I am the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!!  

7Judgement Begins in the Church 
The Faithful that lean in and Trust Me are The 

Anointed in Giboa 
In September - the sorting of the Church will begin 

The Faithful or not Faithful will be clear to see 
from on High 

If you only lean into Me to become one of  
The Anointed — 
 I will not honor this 
 I know the hearts  66

If you lean into Me because you Trust Me 
 This I will honor 
In October the Anointing will occur 

It will be known who is who 
 These that are left is because they weren’t 

Anointed  
 These that were taken, they Trust in Me 

 This will be known 

Judgement occurs in the Church first 
That is why is meant in Scripture, this sorting 

I know the hearts I know the soul 
I deliver Just rewards 
You that walk through the Valley of the Shadow of 

darkness and fear no evil   67

This is the cry of The Anointed  

8No Evil to My Own
flash of lighting is seen and I see like neon lighting/bright white live 
time writing  a word says (son in law’s name)- I feel this means #3’s 
husb will be saved .  I hear … 
I am listening   
Her husband will be saved 
Mine with Me though the storm 
actual storm outside kicked up w with lightning and massive rain & 
wind 
No evil will come to My Own 
You have the opportunity to stand firm without fear  
By leaning into Me Just as you have been doing 

certainly Being in Me— 
Those will have no fear Trust Me 

I will defend you 

9Warning
If you get sucked into the eye of the storm 

You believe the lies of the deceptions 
You lack discernment and you are not Anointed I 
test The Faithful first 

Believe in Me Believe also in Me  
I am = I AM  
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Day 4



Sept 28 – 1:20 am 

1  

The Anointing 

I was dreaming of taking notes to what God was 
telling me I kept trying to wake up, like oh, no 
this is too many words I will never remember all 
of this  

I woke with a start when the in My dream the words of the Lord said,  

…with Remi your dog and the Anointing 
this is the same dog from the Rescuing the Hiders dream so it got 
my  attention 
I was like wait! What?  

So when I awakened I asked- Lord Forgive me for sleeping, I could 
not wake up, please if it is not too disrespectful to ask, could you 
repeat this, or bring it back to my memory? 

I heard: 

Like Remi will rescue Hiders,  
Seeing eye Angels, like seeing eye dogs—  
 Will stop you in your tracks 
Like blind Saul  
You will stop what you are doing  
Be brought to Me for the Anointing 
Giboa 

You do not see like Saul until I heal your eyes 
Anointing you  
Then you will see with My Eyes 

I have shown you in a dream that the Angels come to 
you and take you and those of your family that 
live with you at the same time  

I ask- October 23 or 25? No moon? Door open? I need clarity on what 
I have seen  

I bring you to rest 
You are good and Faithful  

2Holy Holy Holy 

Holy Holy Holy  
Is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!! 
Holy Holy Holy  

I say- I Love you Lord You know I take this leadership seriously and 
do not want to mislead anyone 
I do not want to put out Oct 23 and then have it pass, as does for so 
many- then I look fake and you look fake I do not want to dishonor 
you I do not want anyone to claim you are fake because of words I 
have said incorrectly  

Can I be confirmed of Oct 23? And What about The Faithful, not The 
Anointed ? Same date as us? or different? Is this the Rapture or is the 
Rapture a diff event?  

3The Anointing @ Giboa 
Holy Holy Holy  
Is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!!  68

I know your heart 
I know your thoughts 
I know your questions 

You are wise to ask and not assume 
Like Moses you want to know 
You care how I am seen 
Like Moses 

Yes Lord  

Holy, Holy, Holy 
I am the Lord God Almighty 
My Words Stand 

You are My Faithful servant 
You answer My Call with out question 
You have given up your wishes and your life for Me 

over and over again 
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You are the righteous, humble in choices 
Calm in a crisis, leaning in to Me 
I am your strength  
Since childhood you turn to Me 1st, not others 
You are Strong in Me 
Because of Me you sustain 
You are worthy of this role 

All of the worthy  
The ones who laid down their life for Me will be 

Anointed  

The Angels will lead them home to Me 
Giboa and they will be Anointed to see as I see 
To do what I call 
To help the ½ Born and The Rebels in their own time 

You need to rest 
You need to train 
You need to be Transformed to how I see you- 
Fully Perfected  to be used by Me to help those not 

ready 

You are ready 

I am coming  
I will see 

You will come home to Me 
On High 
You will be Anointed on Giboa on High  
 At My Home in Heaven 

You will see My Throne  69

You will rest 
You are My Well done, Good and Faithful servants 

The dreams you have had of Rescue will come to 
pass 

You will return to work, to help those not ready when 
I come to see 

When I send My Angels for you  
You will come before the evil erupts  70

Those who are left will experience more 
They will come to full Faith through it 

They will forget this world  they cling to, Just as you 71

have already forgotten and long to come home  

This world has been corrupted  
The people manipulated with lies of the enemy 

Those that see this and hate the world 
 -not the beauty I have made but the corruption 

and has been made by men that listen to the 
enemy’s whisper- 

They seek Me 
They hate the world 
They used to enjoy it, but it has lost its luster 
They see the facade for what it is  
They are awake 
My Faithful are awake 
They seek Me 
They want to go home 

All who Abide in Me  72

Who Love My Word  more than this world will be 
spared 

You know if you are worthy 
You do not question 
I have assured you of your position 
I have told you you are sealed  
You have the Faith of a mustard seed 
Just as My Son instructed 
You are Mine 

I am pleased with you 
You deserve your Just rewards 

Do not listen to ones who say otherwise —  
 I care for My Own 
 I will bring you to Me 
You know how to use your armor 
You trust Me 
You have Faith in Me 
You are My Children 
You are Loved by the Lord God Almighty, Creator of 

the Universe 
You are heirs 
You are sons & daughters 

The Kings  will be wicked 73

Wickedness builds behind it all 
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Do not consume it 
Do not focus on it  74

I am your God 
I am your Savior 
I AM 

The Faithful are Mine and they will all be saved  
Not all will be Anointed  
The Anointed ones are My Special Jewels  75

They will lead 
The 1st shall be last and the last shall be 1st  76

The leaders are My Benjaminites  The Anointed   77 78

They come to Me to be changed to help My Flocks in 
their order 

The ½ Born are the man child - born through war and 
struggle 

They are the first harvest  79

The Rebels are the last harvest  80

You are My Faithful, Your hearts have come to harvest 
over time 

I am on no man’s schedule 
No one will box Me into man’s schedule 
I will do what I will do 

What shall be done for the ½ Born? 
Who can help them? 
No one but Me 

You will be My Hands and Feet 
You will help the ½ Born come fully to Me to be Born 

Again 
You will have My Full Protection 
No-one will harm you 
The Faithful will be protected in Spirit 
My Anointing will give them eyes to see and gifts to 

help 

For the war 
I will send Dan 
My Army  81

They will fight the demons and the men 
They will be given special armor for success 
They will be fierce and mighty 

Benjamin My Chosen, will be with Love 
They will help and Rescue 

And they will fight some entities that have no 
understanding, and nothing will harm them 

Benjamin will lead many to Me in their time of 
distress 

They will keep them safe until their time to join the 
flock 

I will Rescue many through My Own 
Just as I have done through time 
But these times to come will need an Anointing for 

the darkness will be greater than any time on the 
earth 

But My Own will not be ashamed 
My Own will succeed 
My Own all be prepared by My Anointing  

My Spirit will give a Special Anointing 
My Anointing 
Before the darkness is at it’s peak 
Before the Kings become beasts  82

I was asking about Oct 23, 25, maybe we’re not to know? why give 
the numbers ? if the 25th is their evil as well, idk I need clarity 

They wait for you to go 
They have miscalculated many times in the past 
Only I hold the date that that will give them the 

ability to go forth 

I asked many questions here and then also thanked… 
Thank you for giving #4 the Angels- what a gift- and all that cross 
over with me-  amazing! Who can believe this?  
My God is awesome! Greater than any other  
The real one and only God 

Do Kings message first 
Then this 
They need to hear about the (certain family) story 

first- about spiritual warfare through people 
Some have to change their behavior with their 
family This is not pleasing to Me, how they 
interact with their own Selfish Mean Unloving 
Disrespectful This is not living by the Word  

I see what goes on in secret 

Please sustain me today- long hours, rain, and this message to 
gather  
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🎶 I Love you Lord 
& I lift my voice to worship you, Ohh, my Lord🎶  

4  

Personal Message 
I will save you and your family 
You have been Faithful through much more than 

most 
The enemy has been after you since childhood to 

derail your mission, to try and get you out of 
obedience 

But you resisted 
You stayed Faithful 
Because of this obedience - I honor your prayers  
I hear your cry   83

Your request for all of your children to be saved 
Some are not ready now- I will turn their hearts back 

to Me because of your Faithfulness 

They will see you as you are 
They will finally bring you honor 
They will be in awe of how I use you 
They will be in awe 

You saved (husband)  84

Not Just his heart (physical), but his soul 
You saved him  with Love , over and over, even 85 86

times when most would have walked away, you 
forgave as I asked all My Faithful in My Word 

You forgave over and over 

When you were treaded upon with selfishness, you 
returned with Love and Kindness 

This is the call the call to be like My Son Jesus 
You turned the other cheek when your feelings were 

hurt 
You prayed fervently when you saw wrong or 

immature behaviors 
Your Faithfulness to My Words saved his soul, taught 

him about Me 
You were the living word to him 
At times he was ungrateful,  
At times he was not nice,  
At times he was wavering in Faith to Me,  
Your life well lived consistently kept him under My 

Wing 

Without this he would have fled back to his old life  
A rebel 
Your husband was a mission field and you answered 

the call 
You are My Good and Faithful servant 

When (a person) came into your lives— 
  Your biggest test, you surrendered and saw the 

condition of his soul and left behind everything 
you had as goals for yourself, for My Goals of 
helping another  

I saw your soul 
I saw your tears 
I saw your sacrifices 
I saw you lost everything for Me 

You are Faithful 

When your children in their age made poor choices 
I saw you 
You turned them over to Me 
You trusted Me 
When they broke your heart 
You trusted Me 
You grieved 
You poured your life—  
 Left your dreams aside to share My Truth  with 87

them in a day when Truth had been erased  
You obeyed the Bible—  
 My Words = to stay home with your kids , no 88

matter the cost to train them into Me  
Not all heard— 
 Just like not all of Mine hear, but they will 
I will open their ears 
I see your sacrifices 
You chose what I had over money 
You chose what I had over a career 
Your heart was always for Me— 
The Mission 
Saving Souls 

I placed you on a humble road 
You adapted well 
You trusted Me 
You taught Truth 
You Loved the Lord your God with your choices 
You tried every day to do your best for Me 
Even when your body was not working well—  
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 You did not give up—  
 You asked for My Help 

When husband’s laziness allowed for  
 complacency with spiritual leadership 
 the yard 
 or low energy parenting  
You picked up the ball and marched on 
When it was difficult you always asked Me to help 
You are Faithful to Me  
You trust Me 
I will honor your prayers  

🎶 I Love you Lord and I lift My Voice- to worship you Oh My Lord, 
My God 
I Love you Lord and I lift My Voice to worship you All My days!! 

🎶 Sing a new Song 

You are hidden  
Kept apart for Me 
These that in their pride,  
 especially in ministry— 
 your friends— 
They judge you 
They will see 
You will be above  

I see the heart 
I see the intent 

You are Mine 
I have a special seat for you 

I ask a lot more questions here 

You found Truth 
Because you took the time to seek My Word 
You found Truth because you took the time to seek 

My Face 
I am Truth 
Finding Truth imparts discernment 

I pray Lord please sustain me today 
long day, rainy day 
I'm going to want to recap & think on this 
But such a busy day 
Be tired but he end of day and long drive home 

Please sustain Me in travel 
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Day 5



Sept 29 — 10:10, 11:30 & 4 am 

1 10:30 pm 
The Angels push back the war of darkness 

January = Dog’s Rescue relates to my dream 
Fish are The Rebels that will turn 

11:30  
Light from God’s corner 
Mind very busy 
Eyes very busy with images  
not sleep  

2  

4:00 AM 
Angels come from Giboa  
They push back the darkness with the Holy Spirit  
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Day 6



Sept 30 — 1 & 4 am  

1  

The Anointed  
I am doing a new thing 
then I saw myself with arms bent, as if holding a shield— but here 
was no shield— when I raised my arm it seemed like as the wi-fi 
shape- in a dark sky I swiped my arm and the stars shone and there 
was a light blue night sky- as I by just holding my arm up I would 
wipe away the evil 

I was then taken to a different location- it felt like a different country 
perhaps state— it was as if i were Just picked up like a child picks up 
a doll and moves it in play- and I began fighting the darkness in this 
same way, very efficiently, wiping away the darkness 

I am doing a new thing 
I will use My Own how I see fit 
I will move you from place to place as I see fit 

The enemy have no idea 
Not really 
I am doing a new thing 

The Anointed  will be used in ways humanity has not 89

seen  
The Anointed will have unbelievable abilities  
They will stomp on darkness 
I am the Lord Your God 
I AM 

In Acts people were moved from place to place 
But this will be different 
This will be more extreme  
This will be for the purpose of fighting the darkness 

and for saving people who have no other way to 
be saved 

The Anointed will not be defeated 
The Anointed will not be touched 
The Anointed will have  
 My Eyes  90

 The Holy Power of Me 
 The ability to not be seen 

Humanity will not believe 

The Anointed will be incognito 
No one will guess 
Stealth and powerful  
My Secret Weapons 

The Anointed will be prepared at Giboa 
This is My Mountain in Heaven  91

I have given many of My Own dreams that seem 
unreal 

But they shall come to pass 
I will use My Own to belittle & deconstruct the 

enemy  
The enemy will be terrified at the power available to 

My Anointed  

My Anointed have been mocked for their dreams 
Dreams of walking though walls unnoticed  
Dreams of demons not seeing or smelling them 
Dreams of being different places and having no 

language barriers 
Dreams of special weapons fitted to them and unique  
that have supernatural power 
Dreams of flying 
Dreams of changing forms 
Dreams of defending the people against darkness 
The darkness of men and the darkness of demons 

These will come to pass 
The mocked will be Justified 
I will show their power to those that mocked 
I will bring others to awe 

The Anointed will be free from worries  92

They will be able to miraculously provide food and 
other provisions for others 

The limitations known today on the earth will be 
defied 

The Anointed will not be stopped— 
 Because they do My Work 
My Work to save the ½ Born 
My Work to find the Hiders and bring them to Me— 
 No government will stop them 
 No demon will stop them 
Because they will have My Power 
My Anointed  
Power that has never been seen on this earth 
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I will use the broken and the quiet 
The humble and The Faithful 
Those who have already given up their life for Me 

and proven that they are worthy 
I will use the sealed 
I AM 

The enemy knows of power from people 
They have seen Moses, Elijah, and Elisha 
They recall the powers of Paul 

But I am doing a new thing 
This will be different 
This will allow salvation for those where the waters of 

My Word  have dried up  93

Places the darkness has taken over 
They will find My Chosen and bring them to safety 

Those that have had dreams it feels like  
 you are alone— 
 But you are not alone 
Sometimes you will have a team with you 
Sometimes you will have Angels 
Sometimes you will have My Hand 
But you will never be alone 

Those who have dreamed and did not believe 
Who were mocked and came to put aside the dream 
Encouraged to believe it was Just a strange dream 
I will still use them 
Those that mocked will see 

I will teach you at Giboa 
I will anoint you at Giboa 
Nothing will stop you  94

This will not be like the evil movies you have seen 
That the evil ones have an the idea for war 
This will be different  
Nothing they would imagine 
The people I choose will be used  
  Because of their humility 
 Because of their Faith 
 Because they have been in quiet submission to 

Me and can be trusted  

Some will wish they had been Faithful,  
to have the opportunity to be used like this 

But this is a special gift for those that were Faithful 
without having any bait 

Without the bait of being used in a special way 
Without the bait of being invincible to the enemy 
They followed Me without any Hopes 
They followed Me in submission and obedience 
Because they Loved Me and believed My Words 
By obeying the vey words the Bible says and living 

like My Son instructed  95

They proved they Loved Me 
They are worthy 

🎶 Oh Lord My God 
Oh I'm in awesome wonder 
I consider all 
All of the works thy hands have made 

I am doing a new thing 
I AM 
Your Faith as an observer 
has little to do with what will happen  
I AM 

I will do as I see fit 
If you cannot believe this - 96

You do not know Me 
I AM 
I am the creator of the Universe 
I can do beyond anything you ask or imagine 

As we enter the last days 
The fight will be fierce 
Those who are not Anointed  
Will need to lean into Me 

The hour grows dark 
The fight will be real 
The darkness to come will be horrifying to the 

average person  97

The full evil and nature of evil will manifest because 
of the words spoken by the Kings and their 
chosen one 

They have invited this darkness 
This will unleash times never seen before 

My Anointed ones will be invincible 
Protected & not ashamed 
My Own will be the help in the time of need 
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My Own will have wisdom and knowledge that no 
one has 

They will be able to communicate with others who 
are Anointed for immediate help 

They will be sent on missions to help humanity by Me 
armed with My Power 

But they will not be noticed 
They will seem like an average person at times 
Much like now how they seem small but their prayers 

are seen as that of a lions roar 
They will have this nature about them  
No one will expect the power I will give them  
The protections I will afford 
The safety and the abilities will bring awe 

This is the Just reward for surviving this time in 
history 

Where evil was elevated 
When Christianity belittled and turned to bits by a 

weak leadership 

Those that read My Word 
They had discernment to see 
They learned Truth from Me 
They did not expect others to provide their learning 
They found Truth and chased it 
Those who overcame this deceptive time of history 
They overcame the plots of the evil one against these  
These are Mine 
They escaped the clutches of the enemy and they 

held to the Truth 
The lived the Bible 
They brought My Son’s death and resurrection full 

power by responding to Truth and not wavering 

I saw from on High  

These Trusted ones who Believed and Acted in Me 
without reward in sight 

These are The Anointed  

I Love all of My Own 
But these, My Special Ones 
Because they Loved Me fully without regard to what 

they would gain 
They submitted obediently 
These are My Benjaminites 

My Leaders 
My Chosen 

Holy Holy Holy  
Is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!! 

My Anointed are My Faithful who have attained the 
Well Done, Good and Faithful Servant 
They hear My Voice 
They are Sealed 
Nothing can touch them 
I have already sent special Angels to protect them 
I have already opened their ears to what is true about 

what is to come 
They have been chosen for their Faith and humility 

Some who hear are confused 
The Anointing is not a Rapture  98

The Rapture is for all of My Own  99

The Faithful and the ½ Born that will become Born 
Again 

The Rapture will change the world in mighty ways 
But the Anointing is a new thing 
A separate event  

I have drawn together My Own 
They find each other and it seems unlikely 
But they have been pushed together by Me 

I know who will encourage 
Who will challenge 

Who will work together 
Who has the information I have given  
I bring you together 

You know who you are because you have already 
been in awe of how this has happened 

One dream fills another 
One thing I speak completes another 
It is beyond believable to you  100

But this is child’s play to Me— 
 Compared to what is to come 
I will do a new thing 
It will be be astounding 

Pray for one another 
The prayer of a righteous man avails much  
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Know that I have you in My Hand 
Nothing can harm you 
You are Mine 
You are protected  

Holy Holy Holy  
is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was & is and is to come 

God thank you for your Love & Mercy 
Thank you for your word that brings Truth in a world that has gone mad. 
Thank you for your Son, an unspeakable death for a Perfect  man- but 
gratefully in Your power He rose from the dead to conquer death and sin 
*then I saw the Holy Spirit holding back darkness and protecting my soul  
Lord ,help us to always Forgive those around us even the most difficult,  
Please help us to have your Grace and Mercy toward others 
Help us to be a spark of Joy in others lives so they can see YOU not us 
Use me as you see fit 
Please spare my Loved ones that have not yet fully come to submit to you 
Please open their eyes and ears  

2  

Giboa 
this one is more personal - but was told to share  
Giboa 
My Mountain  
The Place of My Anointing 
Giboa  
My Mountain on High 
Giboa 

My Angels will come for you 
Stop you in your tracks 
Go with them 
Trust them 
They are sent by Me 
The enemy cannot create anything like them 
You will know they are from Me 
Do not fear  101

They bring you home to Me 
They bring you to Giboa 
These are My Servants 
They will keep you safe 

The Anointing is in October 
Your October 
You will rest 
You will be healed 

You will be Anointed  
Giboa 

white light in top left corner/God’s corner  
Jeffery Donner 
Jeffery: God’s Peace  
Dawn: Ps 46:5 God is in the midst of Her, she shall not be moved; 
God shall help her, Just as the break of dawn break of dawn - pana- 
right early: morning, bright Joy at the end of night, the breaking 
forth of light PS 46 is about God being the refuge of His people and 
Conquerer of the nations  
Her: zo’t: this one, her, here-with, by the means of this  

God’s Peace 
Joy at the end of night 
By means of this, God’s Peace 

🎶 In Christ 
I can do all things  
In Christ  
I can mount up with eagles wings 
In Christ  

You will go together to the Anointing 
Others will not go for this Anointing 
The Faithful that are not worthy of the Anointing will 

not go 
This Anointing is reserved for My Chosen leaders 
The People will not understand unless I have spoken 

to them  

Giboa  
In Me, Mine, My Beloved Benjaminites 
Because you are Faithful 
They will see 
All will see you  

My Well Done Good and Faithful Servants  
My Faithful ones 
You will be in Giboa  102

When you return all will see 
Those that mock (husband) at work 
They will be dumfounded and in awe at him 
They will know he is true 

People will see 4th child with might 
and 3rd child with health 
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My Faithful  

At that time your whole family will go 
You will lead 
(husband) will fight 
(#4) will see 
(#3 )will help people 
You will lead 
husband will accept this 

At Giboa you will feast  103

(#4) will feast 
(#3) will no longer fall, her lungs healed and eyes  
husband’s heart will be healed and no more metal  

(husband) will believe this when the Angels stop him 
in his tracks 

He will ask you what is next 
You will lead 
He will know you have the Truth 
He will follow your lead 
He will believe 
He will see how I use you 

You will all come to My Mountain Giboa 
You will be with Me in time 
Then all will believe and see 
Your other family will see when you return 
They will be in awe 

You will do missions with your family 
You will do missions with others— 
  The people I choose 
I will call you together 

You will always lead 
You have the insight of Deborah 
You will lead  

You will hear directly from Me 
You will be changed 
You will not need a pen 
You will recall all that is said 
You will go forth 

I have been preparing you for this your whole life 
You will lead 
You will stand strong 

Nothing will harm you  104

Teams will listen to you 
Teams will report to you 
You will lead 

Those that are Mine 
But not Anointed  
They have a different understanding of the end 
This is because they will not be Anointed  
They do not need to know this at this time 

Their dreams reflect things to prepare them for what 
they need to see and do 

To prepare them to be at the level of understanding 
they are in need to be  

I will draw who needs to hear~ to this 
I will suppress this being shared 
Make a written form of this and put it on the website 
The ones to know will be drawn 

Do not bother trying to tell your family and friends 
They have not eyes to see — yet 
Allow it to occur naturally  
They will see when they need 
They will see in due time 
I have them in My Hand 
Hold on time is short 
Hold on 

You will soon be with Me 
A time of rest 
Giboa 
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 Joel 2:26103
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Day 7



Oct 1 —4 am & 3 pm 

1  

Iran & War  
something about Iran & War 
could not awaken to retain it all,  
horse was involved and trust  
I saw:  
This war was in the Middle East not the US 
But Iran warriors were wicked and cruel to women 

and savage, tearing off arms etc of men  
No regard for children  

I heard:  
Tribe of Dan fights Iran  
so this must be in the trib  

2  

Giboa 
Giboa 
The Mountain for My Faithful  

later I see:  
Images of Darkness rising and not being suppressed 

- at about ¾ high  
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Day 8



Oct 2— 1- 9 am 

1The Church  
Giboa  
The Mountain for My Faithful 
The Anointed go to Giboa 

The Church… 
Lord please help me to hear you correctly and write your words accurately 
Thank you for speaking with us and giving us the 411 

2:04 
Oh Lord My God 
I lie in awesome wonder 
Thy hands that make all of this world we see 
The scientists have no idea of your creation 
As they discover what you have created from ages ago- daily they 
learn new things about what you established along before their time 
The magnitude of wisdom that you have hidden in your creation is 
awe inspiring and we as humans know so little about it 

The Church will not be at Giboa 
The Faithful that are not honored at Giboa,  
They have an important role 
They must pray like they have never prayed  
Fervent selfless prayers  105

They must fight the spiritual battles in prayer 
As a choir they will pray and I will hear their prayers 
In their deep distress I will here them 

The Faithful will be here as the bombs fall and they 
will pray 

They will become bold 
They will become as bold as The Anointed are now 
They will learn to pray around the clock  106

Their prayers will release My Angels to fight for 
them  107

The provisions of My Angels 
The protection  of My Faithful will be seen by the ½ 108

Born 
The majority of the Church will be here as My 
example to the ½ Born 

They will learn to pray and I will respond 
They will remember the words in the Bible that are 

stored up in their hearts and minds 

They will learn to hate this world  
They will yearn for Home 

The darkness to come will bring them to their knees 
The darkness to come will make a choir of prayer 

around the clock around the world 

This will be the most powerful outpouring of prayer 
in human history 

My Church,  
My Faithful have a role in our Victory 

Learn how to pray 
Learn now what they Bible says 
Fill your cisterns 
Ask for My Protection for you, your family and your 

cities 
Ask My Mighty Angels to protect you 
Access My Armor 
Read My Word  and bring it into your heart 
Keep it fresh in you mind 
Pray! 
I will allow things that will cause Faith in Me 
Pray! 

My Faithful Church 
I see your Love for Me 
I will hear your cries 
Your prayers will release My Angels to have freedom 

to fight for you and those you pray for  109

Pray to Me 
Talk with Me 
I want to hear your words 
I want to hear your heart 

Do not pray someone else’s words 
Pray to Me 
Talk to Me 
I will hear 

Forgive people now 
I sent My Son to Forgive you  110

You Forgive others  111

The evil to come- Forgive 
Do not be angry in your fear or sadness 
Ask Me to take away your fear  
 And I will make you bold 
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Ask Me to give you Hope  and I will hear 112

Ask Me to hear your cries and I will  

Evaluate your life 
Are you living as the Words of My Son have 

shared ?  113

If not, Ask Me to Forgive you and I will hear  

The darkness to come will take leaning into Me 
Lean in and take shelter 
I am the Lord your God 
Trust that I have you in the Palm of My Hand 
Trust Me 
Pray with Faith that I will do it 
Pray with sincerity 
Pray from your heart 

I will not hear ritual prayer written by another 
I will hear your voice of My People praying from their 

hearts 

Fill your cisterns 
The Word is the living water 
Take it in 
Fill your cistern 
Believe what it says about Me 

See in My Word  how I have been Faithful through 
the generations to My Own 

See also what angers Me,  
What tempts Me  114

Avoid these things 
Put yourself in full submission to Me 
This is the only way through what is to come 
My Holy Angels are holding back the Gates of Hell 
What will be released will take full Faith 
The Kings have spoken words and done unspeakable 

things to invite this darkness 
The darkness arises even now 
Praying to Me is your defense 

Some say they pray- but they pray as if a ritual 
Pray from the heart 

Some pray only for things, this is foolish 
Man loves things- but things will burn up and all be 

swept away 
Pray for souls 

Pray for holding back darkness 
Pray for people’s ears and eyes  to be opened 115

Pray that pastors wake up 
Pray that you be spared from the plans of the Kings  
Pray for the ½ Born  
And pray for The Rebels that they both turn to Me 
Pray for your spiritual safety against the evil ones 
Pray for your physical safety from the evil ones 
Pray for My insight and discernment 
Pray that you stay consistent with Me and not get 

distracted 

My Church 
My Faithful 
I know you Love Me 
I see your hearts 
I also see you get easily distracted by the world: 
Your friends, collecting things, helping others-which 

is good- but some help to the point of not having 
time to know Me 

My Faithful 
I Love you 
You Love the Church  116

You Love your friends  117

You Love Me  118

Why are you not going to Giboa? 
Because you do not truly trust Me 
You do not lay down your wishes for My Wishes 
You are satisfied with small bits of Me  
You do not seek Me with your full heart 
This will change 
You will become My Choir 
Praying fervently  119

You will learn what The Anointed have already 
learned 

That I am the only way 
I am the only one that can sustain you 
Nothing else will matter 
You will finally seek Me with your full heart 

I know you 
You will respond to the call 
You will know it is time to pray 
You will fully surrender, 
The parts you reserve,  
The parts of your heat that you have not wanted to 

give up when I have asked 
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Nothing else will matter but Me and My Call to help 
the lost 

You will see the gravity of the fight 
You will see why bringing people to Me and saving 

their souls is so important 
You will not keep your pride 
You will realize and share the Gospel  

Prepare 
Read My Word 
Learn to share the Gospel 
Pray and ask that I prepare you 

Pray and lean into Me 
Trust Me 
Let Me carry you through 
You will not make it in your own strength if you stay 

stubborn and demand to do things in your own 
strength 

I will allow things to occur so that you will learn 
quickly and efficiently that I am your strength and 
only I can sustain you 

I am the Lord your God 

Remember Me and My strength 
Trust Me 
Read My Words 
Pray to Me from the heart all day and all night   120

While you are coming and going  
While you do your tasks pray  
I will reach out and give you My Peace and 

protection 
But you must ask 

Walk away from the things of this world 
Stop watching and reading the evil presented by the 

enemy 
Read My Word 
Interact with your family and Church friends 
Remember how to interact without a phone in your 

hand  
Encourage one another  121

Be fervent in Love  122

Share  123

By My Hands and Feet 

I Love every Child of Mine 
I Love to help you 

I Love to be called 
I Love to see you doing as I ask 

Be My Hands and Feet 
Start with your home : 124

Your husbands and your wives 
Your children and your parents  
Show Love to one another  125

Read My Words together 
Talk of Me 
Pray for your family 
Believe Me 
There is no trouble I cannot fix  126

Ask 

Some of you have two faces  127

The one you wear at Church, 
and the one you wear at home 
NO 
Be Christlike, loving, Kind every day  
No matter who you are with: 
 -non-Christians 
 -family 
 -work 
 -Church 
Be My Hands and Feet no matter where you are 

Do not compare yourself to one another 
Compare yourself to Me and what I ask of you in My 

Word 
Read My Word 

2Mature Faithful 
My Church 
My Faithful 
Some of you are more Mature  in Me than others 128

I have special roles for you 
I am pleased with you 
When the troubled waters come—  
 Lead 
Take the role to lead 
Pull out your learned wisdom 
Bring forth Scripture  129

Pray with others 
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Teach them as you help them  learn to be Mature in 130

Me 
You are My Faithful Church 
Let the older help the younger 
In a time of distress many will finally want to hear 

what you know 
Many who did not have the wisdom to hear you 

before 
Be bold, but with Love 
Be My Hands and Feet 
I will see from on High  131

Oh Church 
Awaken 
The darkness is rising 
I warn 
I sound the trumpet Darkness is rising 132

Wake up 
Call to Me 
Prepare your hearts 
Lean into Me 
Fully trust Me 

3  

My Angels 
I send My Angels 
Some that have eyes to see testify 
Others mock 

If you mock — 
I will not send their protection and the mockers will 

see, 
They will have difficulties where My Faithful that 

believe will have protections 
Do not speak against things that you do not know 

I know the heart of some is fear— 
  They fear being in error 
They fear being tricked by the evil one and 

interacting with evil 
But I have shown in My Word  that My Angels are 

sent through time 
Read My Words 

In these last days 
Evil rises 

Darkness increases  
To who asks 
Those that are Mine 
I send My Angels 
They protect My Own 
I have multitudes of Angels 

They comforted My Son 
They stopped people from going 
They brought news from Me to humans 
They observe and protect My Own 
But I must be asked 
Read My Word 
The people perish for lack of knowledge   133

Read My Word 
Set aside your games and movies and read My Word 
Put down you phone and read My Word 

I Love My Faithful 
I give you My Word 
This is how to know Me 
Read My Word 

4  

From Jesus:  
Jesus Instructs The Faithful 

I gave My life for your life 
Do you know Me? 
I gave My life for any who will come and submit to 

me  134

Do you submit? 
I came to Love and show Love 
Do you know Me? 
Read My Words 
Know Me 

Be Kind  
One to another 
Tender hearted forgiving one another 
Just as I have also done  

Your generation has accepted falsehoods 
Love is not accepting anything another wishes 
Love is doing what is best for the other 
Love is patient and Kind 
But at times it means holding to Truth— 
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 That is Love  135

It lacks Love to allow a person to believe a falsehood 
The Truth is the only true Love 

Bring yourself in line with My Words 
Hold others accountable to the Truth 
Do not abandon Truth for the sake of fitting in 
Do not accept falsehoods the evil one declares as 

Truth 
The only way to learn the Truth is to read My Words 

I Am The Way,  
The Truth &  
The Life,  
No one comes to the Father but through Me  136

This is Truth   137

following day convicted to add this here 
Luke 8:22-25 
Now it happened, on a certain day, that He got into a boat with His 
disciples And He said to them, Let us cross over to the other side of 
the lake And they launched out 
But as they sailed He fell asleep And a windstorm came down on the 
lake, and they were filling with water, and were in jeopardy 
And they came to Him and awoke Him, saying, Master, Master, we 
are perishing! Then He arose and rebuked the wind and the raging 
of the water And they ceased, and there was a calm 
But He said to them, Where is your Faith? And they were afraid, and 
marveled, saying to one another, Who can this be? For He 
commands even the winds and water, and they obey Him! 

This is represents the non-Anointed Faithful  
1) They want to cross over to the other side 
2) Tribulation comes in the process- tribulation they did not expect 
3) They were sure they were going to die, so fearful 
4) Jesus = Where is your Faith? - this is the test that has been 

failed over and over for this group of people… so they be in a 
situation where the only way thru will be to actually come to 
Faith and actually believe Jesus is who He says He is and that 
God is more powerful than anything even the weather 

5) **THEN they will marvel at HIM 
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I ask about the Angels and what the little ones are, do they have a 
name? are the blue ones good? 

5God: My Anointed  
My Anointed  
You will come to My Mountain  
Giboa 
You are My most Faithful 
My Good and Faithful servants 
My Hands and Feet 
My cherished ones 
I hold you in My Hand 
There are things you cannot see yet 
Trust Me 
I will take care of it all 
It will be a new thing 
I will not forget the things that are important to you 
Your pets, those you care for 
I hold all the details 
All will be fine 

My Anointed  
You are My Leaders 
I will use you in a mighty way 

All the cares of this world are soon to be behind you 
I rejoice that you are coming to My Mountain 
A Just reward 
To heal 
To rest 
To train 
Soon 

I have heard your cries 
I know you tire of this world 
I now you bodies are tired 
I know your hearts are saddened by this world 
I know your heart aches for those you Love that have 

not fully submitted to Me 
Trust Me 
I hear Your prayers 

Continue to pray 
The darkness rises 

My Angels hold back the darkness 
They surround and protect you 
Nothing can harm you 

So we shall meet 
We shall gather  
You and your Kind 
The Leaders  
At Giboa 
We shall meet 

I will send My Angels for you 
They will bring you to safety to Giboa 
I AM 

We will feast and sing and dance  138

Your soul will be renewed 
You will come back and help 
But changes 
Healed 
With My Holy Power 

Time is near 
Hold On 
Hold fast to the Truth 
Keep doing well 
My Angels will come soon 
Giboa 

6 Iran  
see above must be in trib b/c tribe of dan  
There are Kings who trust Iran 
This will not go well 
They will deceive 
They will be savage 
The Kings make a pact 
They promise to put on a show 
But Iran will not keep their promise 
They will deceive the Kings  

Many will be hurt 
They lie to one another 
It is their Just rewards to be deceived 
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Pray for the innocent 

Pray they hear in November when I speak 
Innocent that have not a wicked heart 
They will be in ruins if they have not accepted Me 
And cling to Me  
Without My Protection they will be in ruins 
Pray they hear My Voice 

Iran will be savage 
Not a respecter of women or children 
They have no regard for life 

Nothing can stop the evil the Kings will do 
The Kings have made a pact 
The Kings have spoken dark sentences  139

The Kings are fools that crave power 

Pray for the ones that do not act wickedly  
Pray they hear My Voice 
I will open their ears 
The prayers of a righteous man avail much  140

A deception is coming 
Seeded in darkness 
For the purpose of control 
Do not side with the deception 
The darkness that fuels this has already been 

unleashed 
This cannot be stopped 
But you can pray that you and people you Love are 

not deceived 
You can pray for wisdom and deception 

7Darkness Grows  
October 
The AC builds  141

The darkness builds 
All the darkness to come 
All the evil 
Is for the purpose of fueling the rise of the AC 

This will take months 
As they days pass, the darkness will grow 

It will be hideous 
So very much 
The only Safety is in Me 
Every day the darkness grows behind what you can 

see 
But I can see 
And Darkness builds quickly 
Do not fear 

Lean into Me 
Trust Me 
Pray 
Cry out to Me 

8  

The Anointed   
The Faithful,  
The Anointed  
I take to Giboa 
Their Just reward for a life well lived 
They have shown Faith 
They shall be known and Anointed at Giboa 
I will see them 
They will train & learn My Ways 
I will provide special Armor  
They will work together Perfectly  
Like family they will Love one another 
As if they have known each other a lifetime 
They will come before Me on High 
Giboa 
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Day 9



Oct 3— 1am    

1  

Requesting Clarification 
I was asking is Oct  for all Anointed 
I was asking how the Angels pick up The Faithful from #4’s info and 
why not Raptured?  
I was trying to figure out timing 

Had two visions in the dark 
1) darkness rising nothing suppressing ¾ and 

growing 
2) a brain with circle dots all over, shown in various 

circle dot textures  

Woke up with an entire 6-9 verse speaking about  
The Anointed and Giboa and with timing 
 and how it related to Faithful 

Bombs drop after Anointed leave & before the  
Faithful leave 

but deception where does this fit? 

The Faithful swept up is like a Near Death experience 
out of body —spared from the pain and harm, 
but not Rapture… Rapture is after ½ Borns come 
to Me 

12:30 I’m asking The Anointing of The Faithful - how does that lion 
deception fit in? 

I don't get direct word answer but drawn to reread all old dreams on 
topic and draw a time line then I see it  

Trump supports the false messiah, alien deception in 
the middle of the war- that is the fork in the road- 
those that choose False Messiah = left behind as 
Rebels and or Wicked, Tatiana martyrdom is their 
fate and the Pink Houses for slavery  

I was categorizing and defining diff between false messiah and AC ,I 
get verses from the Lord!! 

The Anointed: 

Hebrews 11:5 Enoch was translated metatithemi- to 
transfer, to change, to remove  

Gen 5:25 laban: take, fetch, snatch, marriage, carry 
off  

So like Enoch The Anointed are translated? - because found Faithful 
in God’s eyes God translated him?—- he did not die, and he was not 
Raptured   

The Faithful and the ½ Born when completed will be 
Raptured : 

1 Thes 4:17 Harpzo : pluck, to seize snatch claim for 
oneself - w the AC nipping at their heels- and 
after the dead in christ rise- the world wide 
Rapture 

2 Thes 2 those that believe the lie- God = this is the 
lie- the black lion deception  

Also now, Oct is when the AC is being revealed  
He is being revealed to his own  142

But God’s people are revealing the Truth right now  
If once the Truth is revealed ,as in these videos, and a 

person still chooses the black lion deception then 
they are left behind as Rebels or Wicked— the 
False Messiah is the deception and an alien story 
line causes the human uprising  

2 A Riddle  
The hood and flask will rest upon the satellite in 

space riddle for me 
Answer: The Anointing Angels sit upon the satellite above you (ie. 
very near) 

3  

The Faithful 
The Faithful will be My Choice 
The Anointed go to train at Giboa 
An underlined King 

My Standards are  
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I am Most High 
I will collect all of My People to Me  
 and they will be My People  
I will show Grace and Mercy on My Own 
I will shelter those that Trust 

God help me to hear correctly and write the words accurately bind 
satan and his from me 

Those that have not yet chosen Me- the ones that I 
have in My Eye  

They will turn 
They will not follow the deception 

My Faithful and My Anointed have cried out to Me 
for the souls of the lost 

Although darkness grows- 
Faith also grows 
I will keep My Eye on them  143

Holy Holy Holy is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!! 

4Darkness & The False Messiah 
The darkness grows 
 but so does Faith 
As I reveal the plans of The Wicked   144

As I reveal their character of the Anti-Christ 
As I reveal the methods of The Wicked 
Faith Grows 
Truth always overpowers darkness 
Do not believe the deception 
Believe only Truth  145

Read My Word 
Know Me 
This will keep you from believing the deception 

Their are two lions 
The Lion of Judah: 
 My Son Jesus Christ the Messiah 
And the false Messiah :  146

 he holds the spirit of the dark lion, a lion of 
deception 

If you know Me 

If you know My Son 
If you know My Character 
If you read My Word 
You will see the false character of the False Messiah 

He will be a deception 
The False Messiah will appear to be a savior 
This is a falsehood 
A charade 

His character is darkness 
He is savage and hates My People 
If you know My Son you will not be deceived 
Take no part in any way about this False Messiah 
Do not agree or disagree with your tongue, 
But disagree with your soul 
Determine now to not believe the deception 
Pray for discernment  147

I will give it to you 
Take no part in any arguments or discussions 
Simply read My Word 
Lean into Me 

The Kings have plans that are evil 
The Rabbi’s also have plans that are evil 
These are not My People 
They are deceivers that lead flocks astray 
I AM 
I am the Only True God 
All of the others are false 
There is only one way to Me— 
It is though My Son Jesus the Christ—  
 the Messiah who came to you  148

He was born a humble child , 149

lived a Perfect  life 
He taught the Rabbi’s but they also rejected Him 
They killed him on a tree meant for sinners 
His Perfect  sacrifice became the propitiation for sins 

for all people who chose to follow Him, King 
Jesus  150

After He was raised from the dead and conquered sin 
and death  

He was My Rescue  
The Way to Me 

There are not many roads to Me 
There is one 
All of the religions do not come to Me  
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Only Christianity 
These that say they are one- 
 all their efforts are worthless 
They lie 
The unity in the Faith to come in the world is false 
Do not agree to this 

My Son Jesus is The Way The Truth and The Life- 
No one comes to Me but through Him, and Him 

alone 
Anyone who says there is another way is a deceiver 

Read My Word 
Never allow Paganism to blend with Christianity 
This is poison 
Look at many of the Churches in Revelation —  
 They were deceived by the blending of paganism 

and these are all ideas of the evil into the Church 
This is corruption 

Read My Word 
Lean into Me 
Do not be deceived 
Twisting My Words is an evil trick of the enemy 
Hold fast to My Word 
Fill your cisterns 
This will keep your heart from error 

Do not fear 
Christians will be villainized 
Do not fear 
Hold to the Truth 
The Truth will set you free 

As the evil grows  
And darkness grows it will be in many areas of your 

life 
Put on the armor I have given you 
This will help you 
I will help you if you ask 

Faith is growing 

When darkness grows choices must be made— 
 to follow darkness or to follow me 

Forgive others 
Have compassion on others 

Keep yourself clean 
Do not partake in any darkness 

War will come in various forms 
War on My People and Truth 
War with bombs and guns 
War on the body with food and poison 
Lean into Me  151

This is the only way through 

I will guide My Own  152

I will draw them together  
Some home to Giboa 
Some in groups on earth 
All is for a purpose 
Do not covet another’s path 
I need certain people in certain places 
Trust Me 

The Anointed will leave 
The rituals will occur 
The bombs will fall 
Then Faithful that pray will be Rescued by My Angels 

and helped safely through the war 

Do not believe the deception 
The war will include deception 
Do not believe the deception 
Lean into Me and I will provide 
I will guide 
I will keep those who trust Me 

No matter how bad it looks 
I will have My Eye on you 
I Love My Own 
These that trust Me will be protected  
Their hearts strengthened 
They will see miracles 

The ½ Born will see the protections and provisions 
and this will help to wake them up when I call 
from on High to open the ears of the deaf 

The living testimony of My Faithfulness will help them 
to know I am God 

The Anointed will and The Faithful will—  
 Help the ½ Born to:  
  Know Me  
  Be safe 
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  And to rejoice with them when the scales fall  
  off their eyes and the plugs are taken 
  out of their ears 

They will finally see Me for who I am  
The Lord God Almighty 
I AM 

I will call Mine home when the war is done, this war 
There is another war that is 7 years long and it will 

brutal 
The Kings are savage 
The Kings do as they wish to attain power 
They will allow horrors to occur to control the people 

They will starve them to create a sector of slaves 
They will promise a dream world with every luxury 

and nicety for free 
They will promise food and living spaces and every 

good thing 

But this will not occur 
They only make promises to cause people to submit 

to them 
All the promises are deceptions 
The Kings lie to one another 
They all promise to uphold their own plans   153

But each is evil and in their own heart they secretly 
have plans to overthrow one another 

A band of fools  154

Savage fools 
They will get their Just rewards 

They love fear 
Fear fuels their darkness 
Do not fear 
Trust in Me 
I will thwart them when their time is up  155

Trust in Me 
A Just recompense is waiting 
They think they will be above this Justice 
They have promises from those who love darkness 

that they can overtake Me 
They are fools 

Those that are left behind in the Great Tribulation— 
 it will be a difficult life 
The Rebels and The Wicked 
They will be left behind 

A difficult time 

These have chosen this 
They refuse to hear My Voice 
Some will worship the evil one 
Some love wickedness 
Some are Just stubborn 
 they do not hear My Voice 

Continue to pray for those that have not yet come to 
be in full Faith and submission to Me 

My Choir— 
 My Faithful that will pray like a choir 
The power that will be released by this is mighty  
It is a great defense from the darkness 
Pray from the heart  156

There are some dates and times that only I hold the 
keys  157

I will not tell anyone 
This is strategic 
Have Faith 
I have all things under My Control  
Trust 

The darkness comes even now it rises 
It will soon reach the eruption point 
Be in Me 
Trust in Me 

Much deception is coming: 
 Social 
 Spiritual 
 Patriotic 
 Political 
 Deceptions to the eyes as drones and visual  

 tricks are used to fool the people  158

 Food and water  159

 Money 
There is no area of everyday life that will not be 

flooded by deception 
Believe in Me,  
 Not the deception 

A Leader will rise 
He will be very promising 
He will hold the attraction of many 
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Those that are attracted will be held firm under his 
spell 

They will believe his lies  160

He will have many false spirits ruling him  161

They will give him words that people want to hear,  
But he deceives  162

All of his tactics will be for total power 
He will demand to be worshipped  163

He will see himself higher than any of his false gods 
and even higher than Me 

His powers will grow and be beyond belief 

He will have another 
One that speaks dark sentences 
This one will cause all to bow to the deceptive one or 

die 
Even now the deceptive one is being filled with 

darkness  
Accepting all of the spirits that will make him  
One by one the darkness joins him  
Until he is a Multitude of Darkness 
He will rule with Nebo  164

A cruel spirit 

This generation has no idea the ruthlessness that the 
ancients saw 

This ruthless nature will rise up 
After he has convinced the world he is for them 
After he has charmed the masses 

The masses will be very much like sheep led to the 
the slaughter  

They will merrily follow along in Faith  
They mock any who will not follow along 
They will support finding those who do not revere 

him as do the charmed 
The charmed will divide 
Those not following him will be cast out of society 

and abandon in harsh times or be enslaved  

Just as the ancients slaughtered cows, pigs, and 
goats to their pagan gods 

So this deceiver will want offerings of humans 
The savage nature will not repel him as moral men 

are repelled, but it will fuel him 
Those charmed by him will be in full support of these 

sacrifices 

The world will change dreadfully after his true 
character is reveled  

The peace and luxury now known will be abolished 
People will be very different than they are now 
Darker 

The hiders- the ones who did not follow the deceiver 
and did not get caught and placed into the labor 
force, they will be seen by Me 

I will bring My Anointed and those Faithful that 
learned within the war how to have true Faith— 

They will come and help the hiders  165

They will share My Love 
 It will be foreign 
Hate and wickedness will abound 
My Love will shine like a beacon 
It will soften the hearts of The Rebels  
They will know Me 
They will Love Me 
They will grow quickly in Me and their Faith 
And they will be fearless 
They will have resolve 
They will band together and learn My Words  
I will keep My Eye on them  
I have Grace Mercy 
I AM 

5Faithful & Anointed 
To My Faithful Church and My Anointed  
Pray for those that have not yet heard 
Pray they soften their hears 
Pray they hear My Voice 
Pray they have the evil forces that keep them in 

chains- removed from pressing them  
Love the Lord Your God, with all you heart, soul and 

mind and Love your neighbor as yourself 
Live this 
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Day 10



Oct 5 —  1:15 am 

1  

Specifics for The Anointed 
I come to take My Own to Giboa soon 
My Purposes are not your purposes  166

My Ways are not your ways  167

I have told you October 23rd 
I have told others a different date 
This event will be personalized 

Your whole family will go to Giboa together, for most 
This event will not seem like the same Kind of 

noticeable trauma as the Rapture of the 
Church  168

Some will be noticed as gone 
Others it will be very private  
Each person will have a personal experience based 

on how I see fit 
All will come to Me before the 4 Kings wear Masks 

with the AC  169

I will send My Transformed back as secret weapons 
You will come at different times  
But you will train together  

To you, you will be gone for a long period of time 
But to the world where you are from, it will be but a 

second 

Time is different here 
When you return it will be with different skills 
A different body 
And a different purpose  

You will be: 
  healed 
  Transformed 
  given tools 
  brought into a Perfect  nature 
You will have useful gifts fitted to you  170

Some will be known as missing 
Others will return so quickly that no one will notice 
This depends how I need you used and where 
This will be specific to each person 

I will remove most from their current role in life,  
but for others at first returning to the same place will 

be strategically better 
I see from on High  171

I know what is best 

Each of My Anointed will know their own role and I 
will communicate with them 

I will bring My Own to the Mount of Giboa 
Those not coming will not know 
I have left clues in dreams 
But soon I will stop you in your tracks with My 

Angels  — they will make themselves known 172

and they will take you to Me 
This will be done in a small window of time 

If you are chosen to come—  
 found worthy —  
 and I need you in your current station, it will be 

to show My Glory to those around you 
Those who you know, will not be able to deny your 

change, your transformation after I have 
translated you here and back  173

This will help more ½ Born and Rebels to soften their 
hearts  

They will be jaw dropped 

But, I will not need you in these roles for the whole 
use 

You will be paired with other Anointed at times — 
each will be chosen for the gifts they will have, to 
help Rescue others 

Your ultimate goal when you return will be to share 
My Love with the lost 

You will heal, Rescue, spread the Gospel and Rescue 
My Own 

At times you will need to use your armor vs the 
enemy 

But fear not, you will never lose 
You will have no ability to lose 
The gifts and abilities I give will keep you incognito, 

stealth 
My Secret Weapons 

You will have direct access to Me and I will guide you 
I will give you Angels to continually protect you  
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At times these will be seen and at other times they 
will not be seen 

You will have direct access to them  

You will have missions to complete  
Directly from Me 
All will be completed well 
You will be Transformed 
The bodies you wield will be unbelievable to your 

understanding now 
All will be healed and given Transformed bodies  174

These will be invincible 
Your abilities unique 
You will be trained to use them with wisdom  
You will be needed elements of My Army to get 

around the world unnoticed  
You will not need human transportation—  
 but it can be used 
You will not need the things you needed there on 

earth before 
But if it helps you to reach your goals it will be no 

trouble to use them  

At times I will call you back to Giboa for a break, 
I use Mine as I see fit 

Do not fret about all of the things to come  
I will make you aware as you need to know 
Do not hang on dates 
Do not fret if a date passes by that I have given a 

more publicly used Anointed person 
I share My Plans for one—  
 so others can see the patterns of how I will 

collect My Own 
But I will come to you with My Angels and all of this 

will make sense 
I do not want anyone to feel they must question My 

Words 
I will come with My Angels and it will occur 
This is in My Time—  not man’s time 
I give My general calendar so that there is a general 

sense of timing 
Certain events are bound My date and time 
Others are not 
Trust Me 

I’m waiting to see you on My Mount 

There will be a time that all My Anointed will be 
together 

Nothing in your world will matter once you come 
before Me 

You will see 
Your eyes, minds and bodies will be Transformed 
Your understanding now could not comprehend the 

changes to come 
Trust Me 

These things shall come to pass 
You will be used in ways you cannot imagine 
My Leaders, these are Mine, the ones that come to 

Giboa 

Do not over think this 
Just lean into Me and allow Me to take care of it and 

all the details 

I have all the cares of yours in the Palm of My Hand 

I see you are tired— 
I will give you rest 

Some will stay longer at Giboa than others  
This depends on how I need you, when and where 
Some of you are more weary than others 
This relates to the journey you have been on 
I demand more out of some than others 
In a short time, none of this will matter 
When I transform you 
Instantly you will be healed in every way  

If I have promised you rest,  
 you shall receive it 
If I have promised you healing 
 you shall receive it 
If I have promised to bring you comfort,  
 you will have it  
All will be fixed when you are before Me 
You will have a new heart, mind & body 
You will be fully equipped how I designed you,  
 with none of the deteriorations that the enemy 

has placed on you  

Hang on 
I am coming for you 
I send My Special Angels to bring you to  
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Me very soon 

You will understand all things when you see My Face 
We will meet face to face 
I will impart My Understanding when you are before 

Me 

Some of you would never have thought of being 
used like this 

That is fine 
Once you are Transformed it will be second nature 

You were chosen not for your role in the world no,  
 but because of your character, your deep Love & 

Faith in Me 
Your humility and flexibility to do as I ask without 

throwing a fit & demanding     
 your own way 
You trust Me already with everything  

To those who have proven their Faith,  
I see on High 
This is the Just reward  175

 to be used in an exclusive way by Me, the Most 
High 

The fact that you do not feel worthy—  
 is the very thing I like 
You do not scream your pride in My Face 
But you are humble and are My Faithful servant 
Because you have been Faithful with little,  
 Much will be given 
This is your Just reward 

Pray and I will clarify— 
For those that wonder if they are Anointed or Faithful  

I will reassure you and I will send My Angels 
This will occur for all of Mine before the Kings 

Become Beasts  
The bombs will fall 
Until this time 
Note that I have already sent My Protective Angels 
 Your bodies,  
 Your homes,  
 Your goings,  
All are now protected by My Elite Angels 

You have nothing to fear 

Nothing can harm you 
No arrow 

Your Confidence in Me alone is enough to take down 
the enemy 

But I send My Special Angels to surround you so that 
the enemy knows: 

 You are marked  
 You are Anointed  
 You are off limits  
 You are sealed by Me 

Once My Seal is upon you 
They have no power over you— 
 and nothing can harm you  

Some foolish will try, but it will end in them being 
taken to the Pit  early  176

 and they will be taken out of the fight  
Their commanders will be angered 
The more you take out of the fight the weaker they 

become  

The enemy will not be able to harm you 
My Seal will make you very difficult to see, smell or 

notice 
They have limitations 
They are pure evil 
 but they are not purely powerful  
They have limits 
Limits I set 
Nothing will harm My Anointed  

My Angels were sent even before the darkness 
arrived 

Even so more have arrived daily— 
 preparing for your departure  
You are My Special Jewels  177

Nothing will harm you 

You wonder about your material concerns 
Pay your bills 
Prepare your food for sharing in war 
Do the things that would be customary to prepare 
But also understand-- 
 When you return none of this will matter  
Your bodies will not have need of the same things  
Your mission will not even need a home base,  
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 but you will retain it if it is strategic— so as to 
Rescue others  

Live normally now 
And trust that I have the details 
When you are before Me you will see 
You will understand 
You will learn the ways of My Plans for these times 

After we Rescue all of the ½ Borns and bring home 
The Faithful and Rescue the Hiders there will be a 
huge gathering 

This will be together 
But not at Giboa 
Giboa is a special place of Anointing 
My Mount of Anointing in Heaven 
This is only for those I call  

The Anointed will carry special leadership roles in the 
end  

They will lead after as well 
My Heroes  
I already see your success 
The thousands you Rescue for Me to bring them to 

Me 

Your Love for others 
Your desire for to know Me 
Your role will help you—  
 to help Me more than you ever thought possible, 
 to find Me 

Rejoice!  178

This is a special time in history 
An outpouring of Love and My Power is about to 

Rock this dark world  179

You are My Good and Faithful servants   180

The apple of My Eye  181

My Humble, Kind-hearted, Obedient ones 
The ones who say, "Yes Lord, as You see fit" 

Ignore the immature 
Those that want to fight about these things 
If they fight is only proves they are not Anointed  
My Own hear My Voice 
I call them  

I will change the hearts of those that are in error 

I will change the hearts of those still riddled with 
pride 

Allow Me to take care of it 

You stay focused only on Me 
Do not look to the left or the right  182

Do not be distracted by this world  183

Do not think about these things too much and how 
things will work out 

Just seek Me and trust me 

Remember - We win this war! 
The darkness will have a short time to rule 
But they will have an eternity of Justice  
Do not focus on them 
Focus on Me 

I Love you 
You are My Special ones 
My Loves 
That Loved Me though all of life’s ups and down 

without regard to reward 
You Just wanted to be pleasing to Me 
Obedient to Me 

I have seen from on High 
I know your heart 
I know those you miss—  
 that have gone on before 
I know those your hearts aches for— 
 that have not fully found Me 
I know it all My Child 

Soon all will be changed,  
All will be brought to Justice 
Not one hair from your head will be harmed 
I have all your concerns in My Hand 
Continue to lean into Me until I bring you 
I come by sending My Angels,  
They will pick you up and defend you on your behalf 
You will come safely to Me 

This is not the Rapture 
The Rapture is for all of My Own 
When My Son comes on the clouds with His Angels 

to collect the dead in Christ and then those that 
are His at His coming -  184

This is the Rapture 
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This is a new thing 
This is the collecting of My Special leaders,  
My Anointed  
I AM 

Rejoice in the Lord 
You are chosen sons & daughters of the Most High 

King 
The Creator of all things 
You are seen as Faithful by Me 

2Specifically to Me 
Julie, My Faithful one 
I see you 
I sustain you 
Much has been asked of you 
I see from on High 
Your continual Faithfulness and Diligence 
You will be rewarded 

You are My most Faithful one 
You are a beacon of Hope & Joy to all  
Soon you will rest  
I have My Hand on you 
I see your exhaustion 
I see your heart 
I see it all  

Soon 
We will be face to face 
You are My Faithful servant 

Shalom 
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Day 11



October 6 — 1:45-3:30 am 

1Giboa 
Holy Holy Holy  
Is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!! 
Holy Holy Holy 

Lord I stand before you humbly 
Thank you for using me for your purposes  
Help me to hear clearly and write accurately  

Read My Word 
I am the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!! 
Hear My Voice 
I am the Lord Your God 

Be still and know  
that I am the Lord Your God  185

The Lord God Almighty 
The one true God 
I AM 

Giboa 
My Mount 
I hear the prayers of those who ask,  
 Where is Giboa? 

Giboa is My Holy Mountain in Heaven  186

It is reserved for Anointing  
Only My Most Faithful thru time have been invited to 

Giboa 
At Giboa you will meet Me face to face 
There is no Mount Giboa on earth 
There is no mention of it in the Scriptures  

Know this- those invited will come to Giboa 
But few are invited 
Very few through time are invited to stand before Me 
Many have seen My Son Jesus 
But only the Most Holy are permitted to see Me 

There will not be 144,000 Anointed on My Mount in 
October 

This Anointing is reserved for My Leaders 

My Leaders will manage many 
Many will report to them 
But this is an honor reserved for those I choose 
There will not be 12 tribes Anointed  
Only My Beloved tribe of Benjamin 
They are the most Faithful 
The ones who have given up their lives for Me 
They are My Obedient servants  
 that obey with Love and humility 
They go where I call— 
 no matter the cost 

Eventually 144,000 will be collected 
But not for the Anointing on Giboa 

I Love all of My Children   187

Do not fret 
Each holds a special place in My heart 

I tell you what is to happen in advance  
 to prepare the leaders hearts 
And to abolish the plans of the enemy,  
 So when some do go missing 
My Faithful will not be deceived  

My Faithful- My Choir of prayer 
You are about to be tested 
Do you have Faith in Me? 
Do you cry out to Me? 
Those that are Mature Faithful-  
 I see your heart 
Do not wonder if you are Justified 
You will be here to lead by example 
Prepare your hearts and minds to stand firm  188

And share My Love with others 
Prepare your heart to share in a time of need 

I am so pleased with you 
Day in and Day out I have seen your growth and 

Maturity in Me 
You continue to grow and change to be come more 

Christlike every day 
You are a strategic group left to lead all over the 

world 
I hear your prayers 
I know you concerns 
Remember I have you 
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I will send My Holy Angels to protect you and guide 
you through every challenge  189

The world will be chaos 
And in your home it will be Peace— as long as you 

lean into Me 
I need you to be a beacon of My Love to the hurting 
You have verb prepared for this… 
You will effect so many lives if you submit to My Plans 
 and crave to be used How I see fit 
I will protect you through every crisis  190

 If you lean into Me with your whole heart  191

I Love you 
I see you 
Trust Me 

Read My Word 
Trust Me 
Cry out to Me from the heart 
I seek to help you— 
 but you must cry out to Me 

2Warning 
 I have drawn many of you here 
To this site to hear My Words 
Do not rise up in pride and bring dissension 
I will vex you with confusion if you rise up against My 

Words  192

Those who hear My Voice— 
 hear the Truth 
These words I give though My Faithful Anointed one 

are true  193

My Own know this 
They have seen clues in dreams 
They have Peace when they hear the Truth 
They feel like they finally understand 
These are Mine 

Mine are awake 
They know the end is coming 
They know the Book of Revelation that I gave My 

Faithful Servant John  
 is about to come to pass 
Know that I have you in the Palm of My Hand 
I watch My Own from on High 
I will guide and lead those who ask 

I Love you and I want to hear you 
Cry out to Me 

Rest in My Peace 
Allow Me to carry you 
Read My Words 
This is how to fill your cisterns 
Read My Word 

There are many false prophets 
Turn away from them 
Do not hear their voice 
Hear My Voice 
Read My Word 

3My Faithful  
My Faithful 
I request the you prepare to share the Gospel 
I know this causes fear for some 
Be at Peace 

When the time comes  
I will give you a special spiritual barrier  194

Anyone that shares My Gospel with another how to 
come to Me through My Son will have a special 
protection that will also provide Peace 

Do not fear 
Just more forth in Faith 
Obedience is My Call 
All those in Obedience have My Special protections 
The only way to be in obedience is to know My Word 
Read My Word  and Obey it 

Start with the books that teach Love 
True Love 
The books that show My Character 
Know My Son 
He was the Perfect  example of how to live 
His Words change the soul 
Read HIS words 

Do not dwell on the rules of the past  195

Read My Son’s Words and dwell on them 
Obey them… 
Do not fight about what rules to obey 
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Ask Me— 
 I will send you conviction that will guide you 
Pray to Me  196

Cry out to Me with your whole heart 
I Love you 
I am here for you 
You are My Faithful  
Do not forget Me in a time of distress 
Because I AM 
I hold it all in the Palm of My Hand  

Rest in the Truth 
I am the Truth 
Seek the Truth 
Seek My Son Jesus Christ,  
 The One and oOnly true Messiah 
He is the Way the Truth and the Life 
NO ONE comes to Me but through Him and Him 

alone 

I Love you 
Know Me 
Know My Son Jesus 
Read My Word 
I AM 

Find your Rest in Me 
I am Peace 
Trust Me 
I Love you 
You are My Special Lilies 
The Lilies of the Valley  197

 —an ocean of beauty for Me to see from on High 
Your Faith brings Me Joy 
Your trust brings Me Joy 
Sharing the Hope of Eternal Salvation though My Son 

Jesus Christ, brings Me immeasurable Joy  

My Faithful 
You are Mine 
No one can snatch you out of My Hand  198

I will protect you when you lean into Me 

I am your foundation 
My Son Jesus is your Rock and Your Salvation 
Cry out to Him  
Trust Him  
Accept His Grace and Mercy  

Share His Love  
Be My Hands and Feet 
Be My Joy 

Remember My Son’s Words 
 Do you Love me? Feed My Sheep  199

Be prepared with Scriptures to share as My Flock 
comes in 

You will help the less mature to be Faithful 
You will help the ½ Borns to know Me 
The number of people you will help to find Me or 

Grow Stronger in Me will be amazing to you— 
 if you choose to answer the call 

People need My Love and Peace 
Be the bearer of My Love and Peace  
Share the Gospel 
Share the Truth 
Share My Love and Compassion 

Pray with people 
Pray for people 
Pray for discernment 
I will hear your prayers 

Soon will be the Rapture 
I will collect My Own to Me 
Have Hope 
Share My Hope 

Jesus Christ is the King of Kings  200

He will be honored 
You will be counted as heirs of My Kingdom  201

The world is about to change— 
 but it is for a good purpose and to bring an end 

to wickedness 
These things must occur 
I see from on High 

Your journey is coming to an end 
Finish well 
As My Faithful Anointed one, Paul wrote about… 
Run your race as if to win  202

Be Faithful to the end of your race  203

Until My Son Jesus comes on the Clouds to bring you 
home in the Rapture  204

You are Faithful 
No one can snatch you out of My Hand 
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Have Faith  205
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Day 12



Oct 7  1 am -3am  
Here I am Lord- use me as you see fit-  
Please bind satan and his influences and help me to hear clearly and 
transcript your words correctly 

1Alert Now  
Holy Holy Holy 
Is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was & is and is to come 
Holy Holy Holy  

I am the Lord your God 

People fail because of lack of knowledge  of My 206

Word 
This is true in spiritual warfare, 
wisdom in life and in the deception to come  
Twisted words from the enemy — 
 he has some prominent teachers that influence 

many— 
 even in the House of the Lord 
People follow along because they do not know My 

Word 
This will be a major reason that so many fall to the 

Christian Deception 
The people fail because of lack of knowledge  

Read My Word 
Know Me 
Ask for discernment 
Listen to Me and not the false teachers 
I AM  

2The Anointed & Mature Faithful  
Some Mysteries in the Bible are strategic  
I do not want the enemy to know— 
 and I do not tell anyone  
Man’s logic cannot fathom all of the answers 
This is also that in a time of war & distress with the 

enemy 
My Own can have Faith  

Enough is shared in My Word  to have sign posts 
But enough is kept back to allow Faith to grow  
 and to allow the enemy not to know My Plans 
Lean into Me and all will be secure 
Those with Faith will understand as things unfold 
I Love My Own 
I will protect & guide My Own 

Even now I prepare you 
You know who you are 
You have been changed from the inside rapidly in the 

past few months 
Your heart softened 
Your Faith increased 
You notice more Peace—  
 in Just the last weeks as My Angels have 

surrounded you 
You pull away from this world 
Things you used to enjoy lack interest 
You seek My Face 
These are the one I am preparing 

As the darkness grows 
I am preparing those that will lead 
Some will lead for the masses as leaders who go to 

Giboa 
Some will lead small groups with their mighty Faith 

through the next few months    
helping the ½ Born and less Mature Faithful ones 

I am shaping you to lead 
Preparing you 
Most of you have never had a pull to lead 
Have no fear, I will guide you 
Just as you know the transformation in your soul is 

occurring—  
 I will change you to slipping into the role I see for 

you 
You will excel 
My two sets of leaders 
You will work in two different capacities— 
 both equally needed and in high esteem with Me 
I will change you and prepare you quickly 
Time is short 
You know who you are 
This rings true in your spirit 
We will not lose this fight 
I will hand out My protectors to My Faithful leaders 
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I will be watching every step 
Have no fear at anything to come 
You are Mine 

As you pull into Me— 
 and step back from the world  207

You will have some around you that are awkward 
Do what you need to lean into Me 
They will understand in time 

3  

For My Anointed Leaders 
People that are awkward now 
They will be in awe when I put you to use 
They will understand 

4For My Mature Faithful  
People that are awkward now will be amazed at the 

protections and provisions that I provide and 
they will see 

They will be drawn to you 
You will help them 
They will be honoring and grateful  
They will see 

The mockers & those who do not have eyes to see— 
 some will never see 
They rebel against Me 
They have created their own version of God 
 and they worship this 
This is a deception of their own making 
 because they do not read My Word 
They do not know Me 
In their pride they aim at proving they are right 

Some mockers though are simply in error 
They will be straightened out as time unfolds 
Any My mighty hand is shown— 
 in favor of My Own 
They will see their error,  
When I call the ½ Born & open their ears— 
They will also hear— finally  
They will repent & cry out to Me & see their error 

With all of the mockers— 
 allow Me to deal with them 
State the Truth 
If they are agitated or walk away leave it in My Hand 
Do not bother to pursue them 

Exposure to the Truth will drive them to their 
appropriate end 

Either their conscious will prepare them to hear My 
True Voice in November or they will be driven 
farther into rebellion 

These are their choices 
I wish for no man to arch his neck toward Me 
I would prefer every man come to Me in humility 
But I allow for each to have their own choice 
I force no man to Love Me or My Son 

At this late hour— 
 You will do little to turn a persons mind 
Leave this to me 
Be prepared to be used 
But most importantly right now, it to lean into Me 
Trust Me 
I have all the details in My Hand 

As the darkness presses in a grows 
You will notice little, if you lean into Me 
But if you choose to go on your own path 
You will see and feel much oppression and spiritual 

fight that can overcome a person and cause them 
to falter 

The world grows darker even now 
The enemy grown in power and his own, turn up the 

pressure on all fronts  

Pull away from the world 
Sing in Worship 
Dance with Joy 
Be like David and crave My Word 
Crave to know Me 

I Love My Own so much  
Each is so precious to Me 
I’m so pleased when I see My Own at Peace— 
 because they are allowing Me to carry them 
Lay down all your burdens 
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I will carry them for you 
It gives Me great Joy to carry your burdens 
It shows Me you Trust Me 

As this world grows darker 
It will be important for My Own to answer in Love 
As evil grows 
People who do not know Me will increase in 

aggression and anger 
They will lash out 
Days will seem harder for them and people will be 

more pressed, stressed & short tempered 

Show Patience, Love and Compassion in return 
Be My Hands and Feet 
Be as My Son commanded and turn the other cheek 
Know that My Words are true — 
 A soft answer turns away wrath 
Increasingly — following the Words of My Son,  
 will set you far apart from those without Me 
You will become a beacon of Hope 
A light in a dark place 
This will attract those that I will turn when their ears 

are opened 
This will anger those who are rebellious or love 

wickedness 
This will be a marker—  
 a thing to see 
So I will direct you to those who soften 
These will soon hear 
They will be attracted to your Love and the light of 

Christ that will shine from you 
A beacon of Hope in a dark world 

5For Everyone  
Quickly — 
The world will revert back to the savage way men 

were in the ancient times 
This will make following the Words of My Son Jesus 

the Messiah very noticeable 
Read His instructions on how to live 
The setting apart 
This living— with Love, Joy, Peace, Patience, 

Gentleness and Self control will be noticeable  208

This will make Compassion & Kindness attractive & 
unique 

Fill your cisterns with the Gospels— the Words of My 
Son 

They will transform your soul & put you on a path 
toward Christlikeness that will transform the 
World as I draw people to you 

My Love—  
set alive in My People is a living testimony—  
you will be different 
You will be attractive to others 
They will want what you have 
When I draw them to you— 
 share the Gospel 
Share the story of My Son and His great gifts 
And share the Hope there is in following Him 
Lead all I draw to you to Jesus— 
 and to accept tHim as their personal Lord and 

Savior 
Prepare now 
A few simple verses  
Memorize them and prepare to share them will all I 

draw to you 
My Son Jesus is  
  The Way 
  The Truth 
  The Life 
No one comes to Me but through Him  
 and Him alone 
There is no other way  
Do not elevate man made idols  209

Do not elevate other Biblical people of Faith 
Elevate only Jesus 
He is King of Kings and Lord of Lords!  210

As time winds down 
Things will change— they must 
This can be your most intimate time with Me 
 in the deepest Peace you have known— 
Or this can be the most intense — 
 most intolerable days— 
This is your choice 
I lay out how to have Peace— 
Lean into Me 
Read My Words 

I am doing a new thing  211
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Up to these days My Scriptures were the only source 
to know Me 

But for those that know Me though My Word— 
 you will hear Me 
This is so I can guide you 
It is a new thing in your day 
Be sure you can discern My Voice 
The only way to know My Voice vs the enemy’s 

deceptive voice  
 is to Read My Word 
My Words will always be of My Character and be of 

My Scripture  
I cannot go against My Nature  
I speak Truth, Love, Grace, Mercy & Hope 
I do not speak in fear, manipulation, deception or 

partial truths  
I do not push you to sin 
I do not encourage coveting, lust, desire for power or 

evil  

Most of Mine know My Voice 
But some have been like the seed tossed on the road

— 
with no roots,  
susceptible to sprouting - but not able to grow 
because they do not read My Word 
These blend with the world & cannot discern 
Read My Word 
Know Me 
Know My Peace  
Lean into Me 

The Just live by Faith 
They believe that the God of Jacob, Isaac and Elijah 

is their God 
And the power I ave shown in the past— 
I can and will show again 
The power I will show in these last days will make the 

miracles of Acts pale 
I am doing a new thing 
As darkness grows so does Faith 
The world is about to see My full power and it will 

bring Faith  

6To My Anointed  
Much has been asked of you 
I see from on High, your Faithfulness 
I know you tire 
Soon will be rest — 
Hold on— let Me carry You 

7To My Faithful 
Much is about to be asked of you 
I see from on High & I know who will respond to the 

call 
My Joy overflows 
Your great Love will change the world  212

Have Hope 
Rest in Me 
I have My Hand on your shoulder  and My Eye on 213

your life 
My Own are Secure in Me 
I Love you My Faithful ones,  
You bring Me much Joy 
Prepare your hearts by Resting in Me 
Together 
I will change you 
I AM 

8Rise up! 
Rise up! 
Rise up in Faith! 
My fair one 
Prepare to come away with Me 
Prepare your hearts 
Rise up! 
Rise up in Faith! 
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9The End of the Wicked is Soon 
I speak 
The end of The Wicked will be soon— 
 War 
The Winners are My Own 
The voice of darkness is to be silenced soon 

 Is 5:19206

 John 15:19, 1 Cor 3:19207

 Gal 5:22208

 Ex 20:3209

 Rev 17:14210

 Is 34;19211

 Gal 5:14212

 Ps 81:6213
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Day 13



October, 8 — 5am 

1The Church ~ My Bride  
Alert! 
It is coming! 
The uprising is here! 
Do not be deceived 
Do not take part 

Rise up! 
Rise up in Faith 
Trust Me 
Take My Hand 

The days grow thin 
The time is now 
The delay ends 

Rise up! 
Rise up! 
Rise up in Faith!  

Prepare for a thing 
Prepare 
It is coming 
It is here 
Prepare 

I hold My Own in the Palm of My Hand 
Lean into Me 
It is coming 
Be not afraid  
Rejoice! — 
 It begins! 

A thing will occur 
As you sleep  
As you slumber  
Impact will occur 
Do not fear 
Hold My Hand  
Listen to My Voice 
Listen for My Call 
Do not be afraid 
Rise up 

Rise up in Faith 
Determine now to hold My hand  
This will change the world 
This will be huge 
Keep focused on Me 

It all begins 
Wake up! 
Rise up! 
Rise up My fair ones 
Rise up in Faith 
Hold My Hand 

I will hear your voice 
Cry out to Me 
Take My Hand 
It is coming 
Impact is near 

In the night sky 
It will arrive 
The world is about to change 
Be prepared for impact  
Reach out to Me 
I will carry you 

Alert! 
Alert!  
Alert! 
Wake up! 
My Bride 
My fair one prepare to come away  214

Take My Hand 

The time grows near 
The time is here 
The time is now 

Alert! 
Lean into Me— 
 take My Hand 
I will carry you to the bedchamber 
I will carry you through  
The time approaches 
The time is here  

You will have to move fast 
You will have to choose 
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Will you choose Me? 

I warn Mine 
Alert! 
Time approaches quickly  
The night is coming 

2To Everyone  
Wake up! 
Be warned  
This is it 
The start of it all 
You must choose Me 

Allow My Son to lead your life 
Accept My Grace though Him 
Without Jesus the consequences are a horrid end 
Choose Christ  
Choose Christ now! 

Alert! 
The time is upon us 
The impact  
The event 
The thing that starts it all  
Alert! 
Hold My Hand 
Come to Jesus 
 and I will carry you 
Alert! 
The time is now 
The time is near 
Reach out and cry to Me 
Let Me carry you 
It is time 

Alert! 
Alert! 
Prepare your house 
Prepare your heart 
Pray 
Cry out to Me 

Soon nothing else will matter 
Choices will be made 

Choose Me 
I am the only way 
Come to My Son 
He is the Way, the Truth and The Life 
No one comes to Me but though Him  

Read His words 
The letters of Red  
Read My story of Love 
How I Rescued a people through Him  

You must choose 
Choose now 
Impact is near 

Come to Me all who are weary 
I hold the key  
I am the Lord Your God 
Your Maker 

Turn away from the evil of this world 
It cannot save your soul 
Only I can save your soul  215

Come to Me though Jesus 
Stop and hear 
I hold all the answers 
Every other path is false 
  a facade 
  a fake premise  
  a deception by the enemy  
Stop 
Repent 
Turn to Me 
Ask Jesus into your heart to be the Lord of your life 
Be baptized  216

I will send you the gift  
My Gift 
The gift of the Holy Spirit 
He will keep you and guide and protect you 
Be serious 
This is serious 
This is about your souls 
The soul does not die 
Where will you spend eternity? 
Choose eternal life though Christ Jesus 
Read His words 

He came to share My Truth 
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He is Truth 
He lived a Perfect  life 
Accept Him  
The time is now 
The days run thin 
Drop the foolish things from your hand  
Drop the things that waste your time and reach out 

to Me 
Lean into Me 
Cry out to Me 
I want to hear you 
Do I hear you? 
Accept My Son— 
 He is the only way to Me 
Now 
The Time is Now 
The time for straddling the fence has ended 
A choice will be made 
Soon 
Hurry 
Run to Me 

3The Church  
My Bride  217

My Bride 
I come soon 
Prepare your hearts  
Stay firmly in My Hand 
Do not look to the left or the right 
What is coming will distract you if you do 
Just see Me 

I tell you now 
I warn 
Time is this time 
Time is now 
The changes are unstoppable 

Gather your armor 
Cinch it up 
The armor I gave you 
All in the House of the Lord—  
Be prepared 
I warn those I Love 

It comes! 
It comes!  
It comes even now 
The start of it all 

Choose well 
Not choosing Me  
Will eventually cause you to stand in opposition to 

the Mighty Hand of the Lord 
Who can stand against Me? 

I am your Maker 
I will not be Mocked 
I will give a Just recompense for any that side against 

Me 

Jesus Christ is the one and only Messiah 
He is the only way 
Believe in Him 
Believe in His sacrifice  & mighty power 218

King Jesus  
He was with Me at the creation of your world 
He is greater than any false god your world can 

concoct  
He is beyond you 
He is above you 
He is Holy 

Holy Holy Holy  
is the Lord God Almighty 
Who was and is and is to come!! 

Do you see what is happening? 
I see from on High 
It is happening in New York 
It comes 

The changes to come 
No one can stop 
It happens 
Prepare 
Be Firmly in Me 
Accept My Son 
Read My Word 
Pray to Me 
Let Me carry you through  
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4The Faithful  
For My Faithful 
If you lean into Me 
No thing will harm you 
You will have Peace in the chaos 
Trust Me 
Do not fear 
I am the Lord Your God 
I keep you Just as I kept the Israelites  
 on their going out of Egypt 
Have no concerns 
But be wise 
Remember in the Exodus, some Rebels did not want 

to listen — 
 they wanted to return to their idols 
I opened up the ground and swallowed them  219

This was a Just reward 
Stay focused on Me 
I will sustain and prepare the way for all those in Me 

Hearts will fail with fear at what is to come— 
 but not My Own 
 I offer My Hand of Peace 
Take it 
I aim to make the journey light 
Rest in Me and the journey will be Joyful and quick 
You will have the miracles of Goshen 
The miracles of Mara 
You will have miracles that have yet to be written 
I AM 
And I will provide for My Own 
Lean into Me 
Nothing will harm you 
If you share My Gospel you will have a special 

protection Mark 16:18 220

But only share the Gospel with those I bring to you 
Allow Me to lead 

Be wise who you trust 
Allow Me to open the doors 
When I bring people— 
 you serve them  221

  provide for them   222

   Love them   223

    share the Gospel message of 
    My Son Jesus   
   Christ  224

   speak of Me 
  read Scripture  
 be My Hands and Feet  225

Pray for the lost  226

Pray for protection 
Put on your spiritual armor 
I will hear you 
I am the Lord Your God 

So it comes 
So it arrives 
The day it all begins 
Hold My Hand My Bride 
Hold My Hand 
Trust Me 
I will carry you though in Peace 

5  

The Anointed  
My Anointed  
Soon I will gather you 
Soon 
To be brought before Me 
Face to Face 
To be Anointed at My Mount Giboa 
To rest & train 
You have done well 
I will use you in a mighty way  

6Everyone 
I am the Lord Your God 
I warn 
The clock ticks 
Time is almost up 
Choose Me 
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7  

The Plans of Man 
Hear My Words 
Hear My Call 
The evil ones have devised a plan 
They are bringing it to place even now 
This is to deceive 
They will elevate a man 

This is deception 
Do not heed their cry 

They work together to make a plan 
They do not know— I know 
They are all of the enemy  

Do not hear their words 
Stand firm 
Hold to Truth  
Lean into Me 
I’m the only way through 

Many deceptions are planned  
They have woven a web 
They see no flaws in the web they have woven 
But from on High I see all  227

They have consulted the greatest minds to devise a 
plan 

They see no flaws 
But the depth of man’s wisdom cannot fathom  
The Almighty Power of Me-  
The Almighty God 

They have not calculated for Me 
They do not believe My Power , Wisdom  or 228 229

Authority  230

They keep Me in a small box  231

This is to My advantage 

I see their flaws 
Their plans will crumble 
They demise is Just around the corner 

But they aim to take as many as are naive down 
They kill for pleasure 
They manipulate for power 

In their pride they see no flaws in their plans  232

I will protect those that lean into Me 
They think they are above all 
They do not realize I see everything 
I will thwart them quickly 

But now  
The time is now 
Their plans are now 
Prepare 
Wake up & prepare 
Fill your cisterns 
Reach for My Hand 
Determine to let Me carry you before impact 
I will deliver you like Joshua 
Your Faith will move mountains 
YourTrust in Me will cause water to flow, and energy 

to flicker and you will be provided for  233

Do not fear 
The multifaceted approach these evil ones concoct  
Although they race to power 
I AM 
You are heirs to My Kingdom 
If you lean into Me 
 nothing shall harm you  
I will guide you to safe places and to safe people 
You will see mighty miracles  
My Eye is on the sparrow 
And of course it is on My Own 

The web of changes to come are all planned by the 
evil ones 

They have set up ideas and are bring them even now 
to fruition 

Their goal is to being fear 
Their goal is to bring a solution— 
 the only solution… they think 
But they do not know I offer the only true solution 
My Ways supersede even their darkest plans 
They will come quickly to enforce a new way 
They will bring changes that cannot be undone 
They wish to fear people into obedience 
They deceive 
They will take everything from everyone  234

But it will only be for a few short years  
Then I will bring them their Just rewards 
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When My Son comes with His Saints  
He will come unexpectedly   235

His power will change the terrain of the earth where 
He arrives  236

They will be in fear  237

They will gather to fight Him  238

This is foolishness 

King Jesus will destroy them with His words 
He will annihilate them with His brightness 
They have no idea how powerful Jesus is 
I sent My Son Jesus to earth in a humble earthly body 
They have not seem Him in His full Power and 

Authority  
Fools! 

They will be conquered  
They already are conquered—  
 before it has begun— 
But they do not understand this 

When I send Jesus— 
His Truth will end them  and they will die and their 239

souls will be sent to the Pit 
Do not side will these fools 
Do not share in their Just recompense 
I warn now 
Choose Me thought Christ Jesus  

Impact is coming 
The plans are in motion 
Hold on to Me & Trust Me 

Do not spend your time trying to figure out their 
plans 

Spend your time knowing Me 
Invest in the only thing that matters 
Take care of your soul 
Become one with Me 
Become close to Me 
Know Me 

I warn because I Love you and do not want you to 
have your soul in the Pit  240

I do not want to heave to judge you at the end of 
times on your works— because you will not 
measure up  241

Only those Justified though My Son Jesus will keep 
their souls out of the Pit 

Only those that accept My free gift of Grace will live 
forever in My Eternal Kingdom 

Choose Me 
Choose Jesus Christ the one and only Messiah 

Oh God, have Mercy - so many are far from you 
Please turn more hearts to you that we can imagine— 
Help us to always share your Love Grace and Joy 
May more turn to you in what is to come 

Who is like the Lord God — The Almighty?? 
No one 
I AM 
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Day 14



Oct 10 — 1-4 am 

1  

From God: Be Still  
I AM 
Scour My Scriptures 
Those that want to see 
If you have My Discernment 
I will show you  

The Lord is in His Holy Temple 
Let all the Earth Me silent before Him  242

Be silent 

2  

From Jesus: I Come Soon! 
I come down 
Soon, I come down from My Mountain 
I come from Zion 
I will collect My Own 
I will come in the clouds with My Holy Angels 
I will collect My Own — 243

those the Father has given Me  244

I long to see My Bride 
Have Hope 
Soon I will collect you all 
Stay in Hope 
Rejoice! 
The time is near 
I know you long to come home 

My Father is asking you to bring more bothers and 
sisters home with you 

Please hear My Voice 
Please Rescue My Lost sheep 
He will send them to you 
They will become family  245

Soon we will be reunited 
You know Me from My Words 
You know My Sacrifice for you  246

You are My Bride 
The Bride of Christ 

When I come to take you home — 247

Do not look back as Lot’s wife did  
Stay focused on what is happening 
In the blink of an eye you will be gathered 

When you are collected  248

The World will change 
I will take the restrainer with Me 
All that is good will be gone 

There will be a few Rebels left behind 
Lost sheep 
I will send help for them 
But, they must endure to the end 
This is their legal choice 
But those that the turn to the Father through Me in 

this time will be special indeed 
All of My lambs are special 
Every prodigal — I Love 

When the darkness had had its time to rule— 
I will come with My Saints to conquer 
Justice will finally reign  

Have Hope, My Love 
Have Hope, My Bride 
Soon I will come for you 

Hear the Word of the Lord 
The time has come and soon I fetch My Bride! 
No man knows the day or the hour 
But soon 
I come 
Follow on the narrow path 

I will send those with discernment  
My Mighty Angels to keep you and guide you so you 

do not misstep  249

Do not fear 
I will be with you 
Come away with Me My Bride 
Come away 
Soon 
I am The Way, The Truth & The Life and no one 

comes to the Father but through Me 
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I came to be a sacrifice to all who accept Me 
The propitiation for sin  250

The payment in full 
I Love you! 

Follow My Words 
I have left you in the Gospels 
They are Truth 
They teach and transforms 
Follow My Words, they will help us change the world 

You are a special generation 
Living in difficult times 
Harder to find Me 
Harder to find Truth 
Harder to trust the Scriptures 
Than any other time in History  
Deceit and lies have infiltrated: 
 your generation 
 you leaders 
 your schools 
 your Churches 
Those that trusted Me & Loved Me —  
 found the Truth in the Scriptures 
You are a chosen generation 
A worthy people 
All those that found Truth in Me, when Truth was no 

where else to be seen 
My Love for you in unfailing 
My grip on your hand cannot be broken 
You are Mine 
My Bride 
My Church 
Soon! 

My Father has laid out the plans 
My Father is all knowing 
No plans of His fail 
It is impossible for Him to fail  
Have Faith 

What you will see with your eyes may try to trick you 
Do not be led astray  
Hold on to My Hand, read My Words  
 and I will keep you from the hour of trial  
My Father will protect His own 
Those that lean into Him  
No harm will come  

I know of the difficulties to live on earth 
The distractions 
The influence of others 
 

You will be fine 
Keep your eyes on Me and rest in My Father’s 

promise 

Pray 
Read 
Help those He sends 
And soon, we will be together in the air 
Soon! 

Have no fear 
Just like Peter walked out in Faith on that water 
If you falter I will be there to hold you hand—  
 Just call to Me 

There is power in My Name 
Use it 
When you pray use My Name 
Use My Name to bind and rid yourself of the 

darkness 
Call My Name & I will hear— I always hear you — My 

Faithful Church, My Bride 

The table is being prepared 
All of Heaven awaits you arrival 
I Love My Bride 
I can hardly wait 
This is something we have looked forward to here for 

a while 
Finally — the final generation 
The generation I can come and Rescue!  251

You are The Faithful generation that believed in the 
Truth  

When Truth was not welcomed  

Would a farmer plant a field and not harvest? 
Of course not 
Soon My Father will open the ears  of the ½ Born 252

and the 1st harvest will occur  253

Then soon after I will come in the could to take you 
home! 
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Hold on! 
Keep Hope! 
These Words are True 

saw an image of Jesus 
My Love for you is True 
Have Faith 
No matter what your eyes see 
Have Faith 
I will return Just as I said 
Not one of My Faithful will be left behind 
Soon My Bride! 
Soon!! 

info on dream 
Jesus Christ the Messiah 
Son of the Living God,  
The Creator, 
The One True God 

Light from left is light trumping mans wisdom  

🎶 The Lord is My light and My Salvation, In whom shall I fear? 

I will trust in Him prayers? 
In Him who knows no sin,  
He is in Me 

3  

From God:  No Fear 
I am the Lord Your God  
Almighty 
Though the Mountains get tossed about & the 

oceans rage — 254

Have no fear 
I have it all in the Palm of My Hand 
It is coming 
The start of it all 
This is going to change the world 
Do not fear 
Lean into Me 
No one can snatch you out of My Hand 
I know your name 
No harm will come to My Faithful than lean into Me  

The Kings do things they should not do 
The speak dark sentences 
They fill themselves with darkness 
They have lost their way 
Deceived 

In their confusion they agree to do things that should 
not be done 

I allow their crimes to bring about My Purposes 
The darkness will reign but a short time, so that it can 

be brought to an end 
Do not fret 
Do not fear 
These things must happen 
Do not focus on the darkness 
Only focus on Me 
Lean into Me 
I have your soul in the Palm of My Hand 
You are Faithful 
You Love the Father and the Father Loves you 
You Love My Son and My Son Loves you  

From Jesus: 
I came to seek and save the lost  
You are My Sheep and I am The Shepherd 

From God: 
I am the Lord Your God 
I hold it all in the Palm of My Hand 
Lean into Me 
Read My Word 
Pray for your heart 
Together we will make it through  

Do not look to the right or the Left 
Look up 
When things occur  
Look up to Me 
No matter how dark it may look— 
Never forget— 
My Son is coming on the clouds for you 
Never loose Hope 
No matter that you see or hear 
No matter what promises are offered  
OnlyTrust in Me 
My Son in The Way The Truth and The Life, 
No one comes to Me but through Him 
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Do not be fooled 
He is the only way 
Do not be deceived 
 

Man will play tricks to deceive 
Keep to the Truth  255

Do not listen to the evil Kings  
They wish to lead as many as they can to the path of 

deception 

Hear My Voice— 
 pray for discernment and I will provide it 
Do not blindly follow the Kings  
Pray and as Me to lead 
Pray and ask for the Holy Spirit to guide you 
I freely give to those who ask with sincere hearts 

Soon things will change in the world 
Keep your eyes on Me 
I will redeem My Own, do not fear 

Keep your heart 
You will see things hard to take in 
Do not become overtaken with fear 
Remember the calm, the Peace I offer— 
Just take My Hand 
I will give you Peace through the storm 

Hold on to Me 
Let Me carry you 

Soon I will send My Son! 
He is waiting for My Word 
He longs to see His Bride face to face 
He asks even now to go 
I choose the day 
Trust Me 
Nothing is random 
My time is Perfect  
Seek My Face like David 
And I will hear you 
I will carry you 
I have the ability to keep each and every one in the 

Palm of My Hand 
Do not fear 
Stand on the Truth 
I AM 

Hear My Voice 
Read My Word 
Some hearts will fail at what they see 
but not those who Rest in Me 
Those who Rest in Me will be a Peace 
They will rejoice knowing the time grows near 
The time to be gathered into the clouds 

Be a Peace 
I will open the ears of the ½ Born 
And I will send My Son for you  

Everything will happen quickly  
This is why I warn,  
To stay Firmly Rooted in Me  256

Do not be swept up into the flurry of chaos 
Tune out the world and Rest in Me 

Pray for the lost 
Pray for your protection 
Pray for My Discernment 

Lean into Me 
I hold it all in My Hand 

4The Kings  
 The Kings in their wisdom  rejoice in their 257

deceptive plans 
But I will thwart their plans 
They will use to power 
but it will not go as they see it going 
Their plans will be rocked 
The power they crave will be short lived— 
They will become powerless and controlled 
They power they seek is a facade 
They will cower and recoil and bow to one more 

powerful than they 
It will be too late  
They will have traded their soul for power 
But, they will not attain power 
A stronger power will oppress even them  
They are fools! 

They love wickedness 
They will get their Just rewards 
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Do not trust the Kings  
They are deceitful beyond measure 
They play a game together, to rule the world 
Everything you soon will see is all a ruse  
All planned 
They think the people are all believing them 
Their pride does not allow them to see many have 

understanding 
Many understand their ways are deceitful and 

transparent 

There will be an uprising 
The people will not stand for the plans of the Kings  
Do not take part 
There will be dramatic acts of violence 
Stay clear 
There will be bombs and horrors  
Do not take part in this 
Turn away 
Lean in to Me 
Be in My Peace 
Rest under My Wings  258

When the first man is raised up to bring Peace  
Do not listen 
Lean into Me 
Just be ready to help those I send you 
Share My Rescue plan 
Bring in the Flock 
Keep them safely by teaching them My Word 
Feed the hungry  
Put salve on the wounds  259

Stay quiet and humble 
away from the eyes of the government 
Just be My Hands and Feet 

As the darkness grown 
Your Love will be a welcome harbor 
My Faithful, I am so proud of you 
All these years through so much  
Hearing the lies of the enemy and still following Me 

You are to be praised 
You are the ones the enemy did not count on 
The Faithful! 
My Quiet Army are steady 
Ready to stand to attention 

I have hidden many of you from the enemy 
They do not know your Strength in Me 
Yes they know you are Mine— 
But they do not know the power you wield when you 

pray 
They cannot see this 

My Chosen, My Faithful prayer choice— 
The strength is overwhelming to the enemy— 
He Just does not know yet 
You are so needed and will bring much to this fight 

My Faithful 
Hold On 
Lean into Me 

It’s almost time to begin 
We will redeem so many that the enemy thinks are 

His 
Ha! 
I will never let those away, that I have given to My 

Son 
Then I will send My Son to bring you home 
— 

🎶  
We believe in God the Father 
We believe in Christ the Son 
We believe in the Holy Spirit 
We are the Church and we stand as one 
Holy Holy  
Holy is our God 
Holy Holy  
Holy is the Lord  

5  

From God: The Church  
Stand as one Church 
Stand as one  260

Your Redemption draws near 
Your Rescue 
Your Rapture 
I will not leave you here to be devoured by the evil 

lone 
I have compassion and Mercy 

You will not have to worry  
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You will come home before it is too late 
Before the demand is made to sell your souls for 

goods 

You are My Faithful Church— 
My Church of Philadelphia 
You will not be here for the hour of trial 

Lean into Me 
I carry all your concerns 
Have no fear 
You are My Precious Jewels 
My Lillies of the Valley 
My Faithful ones 

Stand Firm then 
Stand Firm in Me 
It is about to begin 
Be prepared in your soul 
Fill your cisterns with My Word 
Trust Me 
Let Me carry you 
Be in Me & I in You  

6  

Parents 
Parents  
Teach you little ones to have Faith in Me 
Teach them to Pray 
Read then My Holy Book 

When the trials come 
Pray with them and I will given them supernatural 

Peace— 
if you ground them in Me 
Teach them My Ways 

In the storms do not be surprised if I speak to your 
child 

Do not mock them, if they tell you My Words 
Their minds are pure 
They listen to Me 
It is easy for them to hear Me 
Listen to them  

In their innocence they will speak wisdom & have 
direction 

Listen to them  

Mothers listen to your children 
Even now some hear My Words 
Even now some dreams are preparing them for what 

is to come 
Even now some see the unseen, like My Holy Angels  

Fathers— hear their words 
Stop what you are doing and listen 
Some will be words of play 
Some words of Me 
Listen 
Make time for your family 
Be there more than for your friends or for your sports 
This is your heritage 
Know them 
Hear them 

It is My Way to use the least likely to be used 

Parents pray over your child 
Bind satan from them  
Protect what they see and do 
Put them in the instruction of My Word 
Ground them in Me 
Teach them simple verses to help them in need 
Teach them that when they are afraid— they are 

toTrust in Me 
I will hold them safe 
 

Be My Hands and Feet 
And serve your children 
Hold them  
Listen to them  
Show them My Heart 
Protect their eyes and ears 
Hold them tight through the storms to come 
Remind them of My Strength and ability to keep 

them safe 
Teach them to cry out to Me 
Pray first 

I Love the pure in heart  261

The innocent children of My Faithful  262
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You Faithful 
You may have parents advanced in age 
Sometimes the mind reverts back to that of a child 
This is due to the evil one 
You must secure your parents much like a child 
Remind them to pray 
Remind them of verses to read that hold them secure 

and remind them of My Strength 
Pray with them 
Hold Them if they fear 
This is difficult 
But as their brain is harmed, they have need of the 

same simple consolations of a child 
Be My Hands and Feet 

Rest assured— 
When I open the ears of the deaf— I will also bring 

healing to My Own  263

You will be amazed 
You will see miracles  264

This is by My Testimony 
I will heal My Own & it will be seen before you come 

home 
Hold on! 
Times is short 
The darkness grows 

As you read My Word  you will fill yourself  
So when the darkness is almost at it’s peak,  
You will be beacons of My Son's Love, Grace, and 

Mercy, like a light on hill, shining to those who 
need Hope  

My Faithful 
My Dear ones 
Keep on the path with Me 
We can rejoice together as each lost soul comes to 

Jesus 
Time is short 
Prepare 
It is almost here 
Prepare 

🎶  Let us kneel before the Lord our God our maker 
🎶 Oh Lord your beautiful, your face, is all I seek…  

7  

Wicked  
The Wicked scurry 
The scurry about like mice in dark sewers 
They hurry now— 
They are in distress 
They have plans that must occur on a schedule in 

order to have success 

I will rock their schedule 
They will need a plan B 
They will rise to power 
but not how they dreamed 

I am Sovereign  
Sovereign above all 
A man makes His plans, But I direct His steps … 265

They make their plans, but I will change their path 

They think they know how it will all play out  
The twists and turns they will suffer because they do 

not see Me as Holy— are to come 

I will cause them to tremble 
They will fear 
They will know I am God and that they serve one of a 

lesser power 
They will fear 
They will want to change course 
But it will be too late 
Their wickedness has already sealed their souls 
They chose—  
 They chose wrong 
They Love the darkness 
They speak in dark sentences for power 
TheY are fools 

I am the Lord God Almighty 
The Sovereign God 
The One and only Living God 
I am the Alpha & Omega 
The Beginning & the End 
There is no God above Me 
I am = I AM  

🎶  Oh Lord you’re beautiful 
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Your face is all I seek 
And when your eyes are on this child…  
Your Grace abounds to me 

Many are The Wicked 
But many are the Holy 
Never forget the Holy  
Never forget your Power in Me 
Never be intimidated by darkness— 
As long as you are Resting in Me 
Boldly say the name of Jesus in darkness 
Boldly pray to rid darkness 
Do not listen to the enemies lies 
He tries to indoctrinate to remind of His power 
This is a game 
Do not take part 
Remember you are an heir to the Most High God 
The all powerful God 
You are My Child 
Stand firm against darkness 

You live in a dark time 
But soon darkness will be conquered  
They have but a few years 
Stand firm until I send My Son for you 
My Love does not fail  
I am not capable of leaving behind one of My Own 
Those that are Christ’s at His coming 
Will all be Raptured  

The Rebels — have their own path 
They will go through the hour of trial 
This is Just 
They did not heed My Voice 
but I will Forgive them when they finally submit 

Stay strong and finish the race well 
Your rewards are to come  
Your generation had many difficulties 
But you will also have many rewards 
Be Faithful as you are already Faithful  
Continue on in Faith 
Lean into Me and My Peace 
Your Rescue drawn near 
Have Hope & Joy 

🎶  Behold what manner of Love the Father has given unto us 

🎶 Rejoice in the Lord and again I say rejoice 

8Be at Peace 
I am the Lord Your God 
Serve Me & serve Me only  266

Man cannot live by bread alone,  
but by every word that proceeded out of My Son's 

mouth  267

Learn His words 
He was My Gift— 
So the world could know Me & My Nature 
He taught My Ways 
Learn His ways & you will be pleasing to Me 
He is Mine & I am His 
Be at Peace 

9Anointed  
Even so 
Even now 
I see those who go to Giboa 
My Holy Mountain in Heaven 
I see the chosen ones to Me 
My Hand is upon them 
They come to rest  
They have been steady  
Steadfast with Me 

Some have been asked to endure more than others 
I see their fatigue 
I will heal and they will never tire again 
Rejoice! 

Your time to be with Me is near 
I shield  268

I strengthen My Faithful 
I will recompense every wrong  
And I rejoice to send My Holy Angels to get you 

It doesn’t seem real 

You have worked so hard for Me 
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How can it be true that you are chosen to go to 
Giboa? 

I see from on High 

This is My plan 
You will be by Me— 
A special army  

The weakest bodies 
Physical bodies that have depend on Faith  269

When given difficulties 
You Just rolled with it and leaned into Me 
Humbly 
For this fullness of Faith  
For this Holiness 
For this Belief in Me 
I will do a new thing and personally train you on My 

Mountain  
You will reveal the Holiness of Me and the highest 

abilities a body can have  270

Your Faith will be rewarded 
No one would have imagined who I would choose— 
because few have walked the road you have had to 

walk 
I allowed satan to sift you  271

You were mocked by those who didn't have their 
sifting 

You did not lose Hope— 
But Just like Job, you stood your ground in your 

innocence 
You were right 
You ignored others and leaned into Me 
You knew that the only way through was to be in My 

arms 
You are the most Faithful 
The mature indeed 
My Good and Faithful servants 
I am with Joy   272

I think how you will finally meet other Faithful ones 
who have walked your path 

In your path often you met people that were not the 
same depth as you are with Me 

Finally you will be with your peers, who were 
scattered all over the earth 

To be united together 
To rest and train 
To unite 
My Leaders for the Ages  

My Wisdom within a human frame 
I will give you ten times all of your losses  273

You will not remember the difficult days 
Come to Me… soon!  
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Day 15



Oct 11 — 7am 

1My Anointed Ones 
You have lived a life of Joy in your struggles 
You have found laughter in pain 
You have no fear of the enemy 
For you know I am your strength 
You Rest in Me 

Your Joy & laughter are a beacon of Hope 
Most that would go through the challenges you have 

seen would be devastated 
But not you 
You are My Joy 
You rejoice in the Lord always— 
 not Just when life is easy 
You do not complain 
Instead you adapt 

Many losses you have seen 
More than most can imagine 
But, I see them from on High 
You continually traded your human pain for my 

righteous Joy 
You grieved and moved forward 
You are Excellent 
Your Trust in Me — assured by your life, well lived 
Time and again when people around you would have 

faded — 
You leaned into Me and got your Joy back 
Time and again 
You rejoice over the important things 
You find Joy in discovering something in My Word 
 that you had not previously seen 
You rejoice in a child’s perception of this world 
You rejoice in seeing small provisions from Me 
 and acknowledge them as being from Me not 

from You 
No one can imagine the path you have led 

People do not read the book of Job in your age— 
 they find it confusing or cruel 
They feel pity for Job  
I assure you Job is of The Anointed 

A most Faithful son 

You Anointed that have been similarly sifted — 
You have solace when you read Job 
You find Me and my sustenance there 
You find a Man who no matter the odds 
Had Faith in Me 
You find a Faithful man that had no concern for 

earthly wealth 
His highest desire was being right before Me 
And protecting his family’s position before Me 
You see that through his suffering is the gift 
The true gift… Me 
To be near to Me is the gift of suffering 

When a man is at his bottom 
 & world seems to be crashing around 
When their body reaches the inability to keep up with 

regular tasks 
When mourning for Loved ones brings a sorrow so 

deep that it seems there is no way out 
The Anointed pull into Me 
They do not ask why? 
They do not lose Faith in Me 
They do not wish for better days 

You Anointed— 
 in your sifting 
 in the depths that few men have been 
You immediately cried out Me 
You never lost Faith in Me 
You were Joyful through the trials 
You are to be held in high esteem 
You did not falter 

My Anointed 
You serve an an example to The Faithful 
They should learn from your ways 
Most do not 
Most criticize or overlook your pain 

But I see all 
I see every thought and action from on High 
Your Just recompense is to be with Me:  
 The Almighty God 
 Jehovah 
 The Alpha & Omega 
 The Beginning & The End 
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Your Just reward is to be honored with the few 
through time that have exhibited the Holiness I 
requested 

This is why you are chosen 

I know you do not feel Holy or special 
This is what I Love about you 
You do not complain or feel haughty 
You just Love Me 
 no matter how good or how bad your years are 

This is My Gift to you 
You will come — soon to Giboa 
I will send my Mighty Angels to stop you— 
Do not be afraid 
Do not fear 
They will stop you and tell you the things to come 
Believe them 
This will be new 
Just as it was for all who saw My Angels though time 
Do not fear 
These are my Mighty Angels 
They come soon for you 
My great Joy is your life well lived 
My Faithful Anointed ones 
My Loves 
Press on till the time 
But have Hope & Joy 
You will be face to face with Me soon 

Shalom  
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Day 16



Oct 14 — 1-3 am  

1Rapture  
Rejoice! 
 The day comes 
 The day is soon 
 Soon the bright light will seem to flash  274

In a moment 
 In the twinkling of an eye   275

 You will be with Me 

The day it comes 
 The day is near 

Jesus 

2  

God: The Rise of the AC 
They will try to explain away the World Wide Rapture 

much like they will the disappearance of The 
Anointed— 

 But, this will not work 
 The Rebels will point out this could not be true  

The confusion will be noticeable 
 Cars abandoned 
 Jobs unfilled 
 This will be difficult to understand 

People will be in fear 
 People will be in grief 

The world will not revert right back to normal  
 Too many will be gone 
 This will topple governments 
 Ruin economies 
 And bring people to despair 

The only solution will be  
 A stable calm person 
 A man from the shadows 

 He will offer the solutions 

He will seem to be very knowledgable  
 And Kind hearted 
 He will deceive many  
 But not The Rebels 

The people will willingly bring this man into authority 
 To solve their problems 

The 1st man of deception  276

 Offered up before 
 He will endorse this man 
 This will bring many to follow him 

Do not take this bait 
 Do not believe either man 
 And do not agree to their deceptions  277

This will lead to total world wide domination 
 This will lead to starvation and enslavement 

The man that rises is one and the same 
 The one tho has been gaining power since 

October  
 The same that will do rituals with the 4 Kings and 

their Masks, soon 
 The same that builds power 
 The same that does the eyes ritual 

This man— 
 By the time this event occurs will have powers 

from dark sentences spoken 
The powers of Nebo— 
 To see what is ahead 

He will be filled with multiple spirits 
 That of man and beast 
A legion of the worst souls and behaviors the   

world has ever seen 
This man’s body will be a shell— 
 Housing much darkness 

He will fool the people  
 Most of the people 

The Rebels will not agree to his rise 
 The Rebels will band against him  
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But those under this man’s spell— 
 The majority of humanity that is left 
They will become hirelings to root out The Rebels  
 Offered pay, food, or housing for turning in  
  The Rebels 

The Rebels will quickly begin to be known as the 
"hiders" 

Some Hiders will be captured and made to work as 
slaves, others will be killed, some will stay hidden 

All of these changes will occur quickly  

In January— 
 I will open the ears of the Hiders, The Rebels 
Those who have refused to submit to Me for a 

lifetime 
They will finally see I am True  278

I will send My Anointed to stealthily help them to 
safe harbors  

I will send some of My Chosen Faithful ones to help 
them 

Quietly I will collect them  279

 And they will have provisions 

Unlikely friends will become fast and stable  280

These Rebels will be fed food and the Gospel of My 
Son Jesus Christ the Messiah 

 Who is the only way to Me 

They will meet together quietly to learn My Words 
They will memorize the Bible  281

They will fear it being taken so they will commit it to 
memory  

They will share My Words with all they meet  282

Even under threat of danger  
More will be drawn to Me until the number is full 

Before the choice must be made to choose to place 
control into The Wicked man’s hands 

Before the mark that controls  
 every part of human life— 
 Even down to worship of the soul 
Before that has been delivered to every man— 
 the number will be full 

My Anointed and Elite Faithful will help to bring the 
full number in 

The Rebels that have changed course will be very 
strong in their Faith and in Me and in My Son 

They will willingly trade their lives for staying True 
and I will remove their pain 

I will see their heart and honor their heart and 
commitment to me 

They will receive high honor  283

Within a short time— 
 Most of the Hiders will be gone 
Some will survive quietly until the end 
I will be their God 
They will see mighty miracles— 
 But this will be less noticeable to those around 
They will be provided for— 
 Because I care for My Own 

I will direct the Remnant of Hiders to safe places 
I will keep My Eye on them— 
 Because they Honor Me 
 They Love Me 
 And Trust Me 

They will be My last harvest  
They will remain when I come for Justice 
  
I will send My Son to Stand on His Hill 
 He will bring Judgement & recompense   284

The Just rewards for The Wicked 
He will slay all the darkness 
 And rid the world of evil  

This will usher in His eventual rise to be King 
 This time will be a Peaceful and a happy time 
  
Satan will have been cast into the Pit  and the time 285

will be happy for all of God’s people 
 So much peace & happiness will occur 
Generations will only know a world with this 

Goodness 
King Jesus will rule with Peace, Love & Justice 

After many generations satan will be released from 
the Pit and he will gather all the hearts he can 
turn by whispering in their ear 
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All who have a wicked heart will turn and follow him  
 They will try to form an uprising   286

But I, The Lord God Almighty   287

 Will thwart their efforts  
This will bring a final end to evil in every form 

Rejoice! 
 The end to evil has already been seen 
 It comes in the future 
 But, I will not let it rise again after that 

All of eternity— 
 every day for ever and ever 
The souls of men for all the ages from the beginning 

of time will be in their rightful place. 
Either they will be with Me and in the Eternal 

Peaceful Kingdom— 
 The Kingdom I bring down from Heaven for My 

Faithful of all generations to share with My Son 
Or— 
 They will be in the Lake of Fire  & Eternal 288

misery for ever and ever  289

These are the only two ends of a man 
These are the two choices 

Choose Me 
 Look ahead 
 What end seems best to you? 
Choose Me 
 Choose Life 

Accept My Son now 
 Come to Me before it is too late! 

I want each & every person to come to Me 
I desire none— 
 Not one 
To be cast into Outer Darkness 

Choose Me 

Come to My Son Jesus — 
 Who is the Way, the Truth and the Life 
He is the only way to Me 

I can Forgive all sins — 290

 But of those who commit wickedness 

 Those that make the eternal choice to follow the 
evil one willfully   291

See its end 
See this choice  
Avoid this 

Come to Me! 

I am a safe harbor  292

 Choose Me before it is too late 
I am the Lord God Your Creator  
 Choose Life!  293

There are only two ends to a man’s soul  294

 Choose well 
 Choose now 

3War on Truth  
War on Truth is going out in earnest today 
Now 
It will grow 
This is being sent out by the ones who rule the kings 
They crave a New World Order 
Do not be deceived  

4  

Visions  

1 Darkness rises and comes in 

Level of darkness 95% high and then coming into the 
center, leaving a med-small hole to the sky, the 
angels were bringing in two more waves of 
warrior angels and then the darkness would take 
over 

This was exactly how I saw it in my 1st image in the language 
learning lessons… then when the circle is slightly smaller, I go 

This is a the level now of darkness 
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2 A beautiful green extraordinarily high mountain, the 
back side had soft shadows, the light was coming 
from behind my viewpoint 

I ask is this Giboa? 
The Mountain is so tall I cannot even see the bottom 

I look around and the views are very pretty, other 
hills, and below a lake or river curved in between 
the hills, gently moving, the water had glitter like 
highlights extremely pretty and tranquil, the 
water was extraordinarily clear, and I could see 
down the the boom where a were seen clean 
rocks and some fish 

Just as I’m thinking, Oh yes the views are beautiful… bc my friend 
Alain had heard from the Lord and was told to tell me, that when I 
get rest in Giboa the views will be amazing…  
Then this gigantic rose— like huge, it covered the 

entire peak of the mountain  
and I was like what is this rose? 
Then I heard: 
This is the Rose of Sharon 
You are the Rose of Sharon 

At the time I know it was a Biblical reference but did 
not immediately associate it with Song of 
Solomon —  

I heard:  
Look it up 

Rest 
Beauty 
Vistas 

I could sense this was a promise of rest for  me and that I was held in 
high esteem b/c I was on the top of this huge private calm 
mountain/the top of mountains are meeting places with God— this 
could possibly be Giboa but I did have confirmation on that  at this 
point 

Here’s what I found: 
Song 2:1 & Is 35:1 are the only mentions of the ROS 
The Rose of Sharon is a type of Lilly, but grows up to 12 Feet, it grows 
among the lilies but grows up above.  
Lilies grow in the valleys this imagery was on top of the Mt— so The 
Rose Of Sharon is not only taller but perhaps can survive out of the 
Valley 
This symbolized leadership which had already been stated to me 
several times 

Lily in heb: susan: shushan Shoshanannim This is the name of the 
city where Esther was— Purim is 14th and Susan Purim 1 day later — 
Purim represents freedom from oppression  
Lili - whiteness/purity it also is a "trumpet" shape symbolic of the last 
trump when the bride is called home  
Shoshanannim is also the title for Ps 45 which is mind blowing  
Ps 45 
1Fairer than children of men Transformed 
2 Grace is on lips the Gospel- the mission 
3God blessed forever  eternal blessings  
4 Gird thy sword upon thigh warrior for Rescues 
5 Ride prosperously can’t fail w/ God 
6 Right hand teach awesome things God- things we cannot fathom 
7 Love righteousness/hate wickedness = THEREFORE God has 
ANOINTED you w/ Oil of Gladness … more than your companions  
8 Garments: myrrh (holy ointment, aloes (for bride), cassia (holy oil 
for anointing & kings daughters)   
9 Royal Daughter - clothing woven w/ gold child of the King 
10 Brough to the King in robes of many colors like Joseph- honored 
heb = variegated embroidery— this was  used of the original "tent" 
temple- so signifies holy 
11 The virgins the Church who follow her shall be brought to the 
king converts in the Rescues— presented to the Lord 
12 Your names remembered I was told I will be honored w/ the 
Ancients  

Song 2:1 is a clear reference to the Bride of Christ 
What is fascinating about this chapter if you read through, the 
symbolism is insane  

Song 2:8 shows the groom on the hills in Heaven preparing the 
place 

Song 2:10 is the famous rise up my fair one and come away request 
for Rapture 

Song 2:17 has some treasure… 
1)until the day breaks the trib is over 
2)and the shadows flee demons 
3)be like a gazelle be free 
4)upon the mountains — Mt theme is wow 
5)Bether: parts or piece, literally used for covenants when they 
would "pass between the halves" His covenant to us is Heaven & 
being pre-trib Raptured  for those in covenant also used in mountain 
language as well as about people— the place of separation, the cleft 
of the mountain that separates the place that separates = Heaven vs 
earth 
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Is 35:1 is very interesting if you keep reading the following verses… 
The chapter begins with saying how the desert & wastelands will 
blossom like the rose. 
1)The rose is already showing the traits that will be listed = anointed  
2)Traits = a time line 
 *Blossom abundantly  
 *With Joy & Singing 
 *Given beauty of Lebanon house of the forest of Lebanon  
 Go to God’s Camp are you kidding me?? 
 *See the Glory & Excellence of the Lord Anointed see God  
 face to Face already stated 
 *Strengthen weak hands I legit get paralysis so   
 Transformed bodies 
 *Strengthen weak knees boldness & no fear- promised to  
 the Anointed 
 *Say to those "Do not fear!"— Rescue missions 
 *Reminding them God is coming w/ Vengeance—Rescue  
 missions 
 *THEN eyes of blind opened & ears of deaf be unstopped  
 November for ½ Born Jan for Rebels 
 *THEN lame seal team like deer, tongue of deaf sing God  
 promised to heal in November 
 Waters shall burst forth in wilderness Many will accept  
 Jesus as their savior  
 *Rapture: Redeemed walk there, highway of holiness,  
 Ransomed of the Lord RETURN w/ EVERLASTING Joy,  
 sorrow  and sighing flee 

 1 Cor 14:8, Zech 9:14274

 1 Cor 15:52275

 Rev 19:20276

 Gal 6:7277

 John 7:28278

 Is 27:12279

 Acts 5:12280

 Heb 8:10281

 Gal 6:6282

 Rev 14:13,  Rev 20:4283

 Is 34:8284

 John 12:31, Rev 20:1285

 Rev 20:8286

 Rev 20:9287

 Rev 19:20, Rev 20:10, 14, Rev 21:8288

 Rev 20:10289

 2 Peter 2:9-10290

 Deut 18:10-12, Rev 14:9-11, Rev 20:4, Mark 16:16291
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 Deut 33:12292

 Deut 30:19293

 Lam 3:25, 58, Eek 33:9, Mat 16:26, Luke 10:27, Acts 2:31, Acts 3:23, 1 Peter 2:11294
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Day 17



Oct 16 —  4-7 am  

1The End for the Wicked 
Thunder 
My Holy Thunder   295

When I speak mountains move   296

I am the Lord Your God 
I created all you see 
The earth and hills and sky 

Your very existence is in the Palm of My Hand 

I am Loving and Giving 
I am Grace and Love 
But soon the hand of Wrath — 297

 My Justice will arise 
Who can stand the Wrath of God? 

For My Own 
Those that are Mine 
I will spare My Wrath 

For those that hate Me 
The Wicked in heart 
My full Wrath is about to be poured out— 
 Like the earth has never seen 

They will fear 
They will know it is My Hand 
But they have chosen— 
 They believe the evil one 
 They believe his lies 
They love evil, hatred and wickedness 

They err 
They do not hear Me 
This generation is the most rebellious in heart since 
the beginning of time 
There have been more savage generations 
There have been people in time with large fillings of 
evil 
But as a generation— 
 There have never been more humans with 
evil hearts set on wickedness 

It is detestable 

I am about to do a work 
I am about to show my Mighty Authority to these evil 
ones 

Pray now for those you Love that are mixed with 
wickedness 
The time to change ones heart and choose My Son 
Jesus Christ the One and Only Messiah— 
The time is ending  
The time is near 

When the time passes— 
All left on the earth—  
 but a few who have turned to Me 
 The Remnant of Rebels that turned to Me— 
All else will suffer My full hand of Wrath 
They will see Mighty things 
 
At first they will blame the climate 
But as My Wrath unfolds they will no longer be able 
to blame a manmade concept 
They will acknowledge that there is indeed a God 
more powerful that all the elements of this world— 
 More powerful that the evil one 
They will see 
They will see 

But they will not turn 
They will not be able to turn 
The promises they make to: 
 The Wicked ruler 
 The Deceiver 
 And The Evil one 
These will be eternal choices 
Their Just reward is My Wrath and their deliverance 
to the Pit 
Then after My Judgment  298

They will go to the Lake of Fire — 
 And their souls will burn forever and ever 
This is their end 

Pray for the lost  
So the lost can find Me while I can be found  299

Pray in earnest that their hearts are softened and 
their ears can hear 
Pray they fully turn their hearts to Me 
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I see from on High 
I will know the Truth 
Pray now before the days are too far spent 
Pray  

2The Faithful & The Tares  
To the Faithful 
My Precious Faithful Church 
I see you from on High  
You Love Me 

You fear  being left behind  300 301

This has wisdom 
You see what is to come and you wish to avoid this 

All that seek Me with their whole heart 
All that pray with sincerity and in earnest— 
 I will protect  
 I will send My Holy Angels 
 I will Rescue and Rapture when I send My 
Son   on the clouds to get you 
Do not worry I Love My Own 302

Those that should worry are those in pride  303

They believe they worship Me— 
But they have concocted a god of their own 
making  304

Some have been misled by their Church 
Some make a human form of Me 
Some find their god within—   
 Which is truly self 

They error because they have not read my Holy 
Scriptures to see who I really am 

Their Judgment will be swift  305

They are not My Faithful— 
 Even though they call themselves Christians! 
I do not call them Christians  

I see from on High  
I am not fooled 
There is no God but Me 

And no one comes to Me but through My Holy Son 
Jesus 

These people are Tares — 306

 They appear as Christians but they are not 
They will be separated out soon 
They will not have My Hand of protection 

Be warned 
Read My Word 
Do you know Me? 
Or a Me you have created? 

If you align with the culture and say it is  
 My Love that supports what is evil 
You do not know Me 
If you look within to find Me as rising energy 
This is not Me— 
 This is the deceptive one lying to you— 
 Pretending to be Me 
Know My Words 

Do you have the Fruit of the Spirit? 
 Love, Joy, Peace, Patience, Kindness, 
Goodness & Self Control? 
These are signs of My Own. 

Self Control is a trait I give 
But many who claim to know Me act in erratic ways— 
 Calling it worship— 
This is not worship— 
 It cannot be because it lacks Self Control  
Be warned 
I am the same, yesterday, today and tomorrow 
The infilling of My Spirit cannot go against My 
Character  
Do not follow the evil one and call it Christianity  
Know Me 
Read My Word 

Do not confuse Peace, either  
My Peace passes all understanding   307

The peace the evil one offers is not Peace: 
 It is tranquility  
 It is getting along 
 It is a calmness 
But it not My Peace  308

My Peace is supernatural and cannot be moved  
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Do not use My Words and enact the methods of the 
Evil one 
This is not of Me  
And following the evil one is because of not reading 
My Word 

Be warned Tares 
Be warned 
Judgement comes to the Church first  309

Those that call themselves by My Name 

Repent now 
Seek My Face 
Read My Words 
Find Me 
The True Me 

You do not want your soul cast to outer darkness  
 because you believed a man and did not 
Read My Words for yourself 

I do not hear the prayers of the Tares 
They are useless nonsense 

I hear the prayers of 
 My Sheep 
 My Own 
 My Loves 
 My Faithful ones 

3  

The Future of the Faithful 
My Faithful  
In a short while your journey will be done 
Hang on! 

The Wedding Feast is being prepared 
The banquet!  310

A life of Joy and True Peace awaits  311

Yes—  
You will be able to see your Loved ones that also 
Loved Me 
Yes— 

You will see your precious pets 
 
Nothing of this world that is bad or evil will be 
remembered  312

You will be changed 
Transformed 
Healed 
Perfected  

Soon My Loves 
Hold on! 
Keep your focus on Me 
Rest in the knowledge that I will right all the wrongs 
I will bring Justice to this world  313

I will bring My Faithful home 
Home with the ones I send you— 
 the ½ Born— 
 Mine that will become Born Again  soon 314

Hold on! 
Soon! 

Lean into Me and you will be spared 
Pray fervently  
Keep your spiritual borders high and firm 
Do not let the evil ones into your hearts 
Stay Pure in Heart 
Focus on Me and not the world 
Love, Forgive & share My Son with those I bring 
Be Love to others 
Love is the active expression that fulfills The Laws 
Be Love 

4Pray For Those in Error 
Pray for My Grace to be brought to those  
 Who are in error  
Pray they see the real Me and that I hear their cry  
 Before it is too late 
My Grace can cover a multitude of sin— 
 But the repentant heart must be True 
I see all from on High 
There is no God above Me 
I AM 

I warn because I Love 
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I wish no one to perish 
Seek Me  
The True Me 
Choose Jesus, My propitiation for sin 
There are no excuses for worshipping a counterfeit  
The Bible is available to all 
Read My Word 
I AM 

5  

Hear the Voice of the Lord 
Hear the Voice of the Lord  315

I Love you 
I want what is best for you 
I am the Lord Your God 
My Precious Faithful ones 
I am here 

Do not be dismayed or terrified — 316

 At what you are to see 
Be like Joshua  
Put your full Faith in Me  317

Have no fear  318

I am with you 
I am by your side 
Through Me you cannot lose 
It is impossible for Me to fail  319

Trust Me 

Just as I brought the Israelites out of Egypt  320

I will deliver you out of this wicked generation 
If you keep your Faith in Me and Trust Me— 
 You will be safe and provided for 
I am able to save every one of you 
No matter how far you are scattered on the earth 
Trust Me 

Do not complain like the Israelites 
Look and see My provisions and be grateful  
Acknowledge My miracles amongst those around you   
Rejoice!  321

Be grateful to Me! 
I will have Joy when I see grateful hearts 

Answer My miracles— 
 With Joy and Gladness   322

 With Worship & Praise  323

To the grateful I will show more miracles 

My miracles are to provide for My Own  
 And to show those that are not Mine that  
 I am I AM 
They are to know Me by seeing how I provide 
Ask 
Ask in full Faith and I will perform mighty acts 
Do not ask half heartedly 
Doubt means you do not truly believe I can 
Ask and believe it 
If I can move mountains— 
 And raise from the dead … 324

Surely I can provide: 
  Food 
 Water 
 Power 
 Endurance 
 Health 
 And a myriad of other things 
Ask Me 
Seek Me 
In full Faith  325

Some of you have seen my provisions even now 
This is because you Believe in Me 
You trust Me 
I have provided 

Others see you— 
To some it brings more Faith  326

To some it causes them to mock — 327

 They do not believe I can provide finances  328

 They do not believe I can cure illness  329

 They do not believe I can allow My Mighty  
 Angels to be seen  330

They do not believe   331

This has always been since the dawn of man 
Some honor Me 
 And seek Me 
 And Believe in Me 
And others do not— 
 These elevate their own wisdom 
This is a choice 
My Wisdom is clearly seen 
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Consider My Creation 
Who put this together?  332

Who decides where the water stops?  333

Who determines the height of a tree?  334

Who gives the instincts of caring for ones cub?  335

Evidence of Me is everywhere you look  336

Only the fools explain these things aways in their own 
wisdom 

My Wise ones see the Awe  and Majesty  in My 337 338

Creation 
They see the unseen— 
 That is they see that I created all that is good 
The more man discovers the more I am revealed to 
them— 
 The more they worship  
Only a fool believes the lies of the evil one— 
 That random actions created this world 
That is an offense to Me 

If you Love Me 
You believe My Word  339

The first words in your scriptures testify that I made 
your world and your universe in seven days  340

If you challenge this and side with mans’s beliefs— 
 Then you challenge Me 
 You do not believe Me 
If you not not believe Me in the very words I give and 
bring alternate meanings to what I have clearly said— 
You do not know Me 
Repent— 
 Or be treated as the wicked  
I am I AM 
The Creator of the World 
Do not test Me with man’s foolishness 

My Word is clear 
My Word tells the Truth 
In any place you do not agree with Me — 
 You are wrong 
Repent or be treated as the Wicked 
Either you Believe in Me fully or you do not Believe in 
Me at all 
It is not a selection, where you can choose to believe 
parts of My Word  and create you own definitions for 
other parts 

I speak clearly  
I am Truth 
Align with Me fully or side with evil 
These are the only two choices 

All men in all times have had to make this choice 
Who will you choose? 
What will you believe? 

Either My Word  stands or You side with evil 
What do you say? 

My Own side with Me 
My Own believe My Words 
My Own choose life though My Son Jesus Christ the 
one and only Messiah 
My Own do not test Me by creating their own version 
of My Words — 341

 Deciding meanings 
 Reinterpreting the words to match the   
 cultural standards 
I am The Standard   342

The culture is measured against Me 
They Wicked will perish 
Do not side with the Wicked   343

Do not believe their lies about what My Words say  344

Soon there will be an attempt  
 To twist My Holy Words 
Important looking people  will agree to change the 345

meaning of My Words and enforce them as rules  346

It begins even now 
They have plans 
They have also the foundations to unite the world 
and how people relate to Me 
This is all falsehood 
They twist My Words to bring a deception 
They hope to eradicate My People  347

Read My Word 
Think on it 
When their words rise— 
 You will hear that it is not quite accurate 
Any variance from My Character, or from My Words— 
 Is false 

Reject these efforts 
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Do not agree to uniting falsehood with Truth 
This does not end well 
This ends at eternal death 

The ones who seek to unite the world in Faith to 
create peace 
They all lie to one another 
Each has a sinister plan 
All hate My True People 
But each also hates the other 

They seek to unite the world to eradicate Christians  
Then each seek secretly to eradicate each other 
They sit at a table and lie 
They sign their names in falsehood 
They each say they unite 
They each mean to eventually target their partners 
into becoming their rendition of how to see God 

The problem is each is already in error 
None seek the One True God—  
Me 
None seek the Lord God Almighty 

They each serve the deceiver 
They have accepted the lie that he is God— 
For generations they have handed down their 
traditions of worship upon who they call God—  
 But in each case they traded Me— 
  Elohim 
  The Alpha and the Omega 
  The Lord God Almighty 
  The Creator of the Universe 
 For one called by My Name— 
 But is truly a pagan god or goddess that  
 enslaves  
These that unite do serve the same one— 
 The deceiver 
But they reject Me— 
 When they reject My Son Jesus   348

They mock Me when they acknowledge Jesus—  
 but still elevate another  349

They forgot the True Me and received old false 
pagan gods to be put in My Place  350

Yes—To be clear  
They believe they worship the One True God 
But do not be fooled 
Look! 

If they Believed in Me — 351

 They would be Christians  352

 They would be My Faithful 
Do not be fooled 
They will be very near to the Truth in their efforts 
Know My Words so no one can deceive you 

I am the only way to salvation 
All of these mockers will go to the Pit unless they 
repent and come to Me with their whole heart before 
it is too late  353

In their age and commitment to their version of God 
 This will take a much humility 
Pray for them  
It is still possible for them to turn. 

They need to find Jesus 
His death burial and resurrection is the evidence that 
I am = I AM 
Jesus Christ The Messiah, The Only Messiah 
Has already come  354

He provided the only way to Me 

All other paths are a lie 
All other messiah’s are a lie  355

All other names for God are a lie  356

Find Me 
The True Me 
Read My Word 
It is available to all 
Seek Me  357

6  

Changes  
Many wish for easier days 
You want the things of life to be easier 
This will occur after the Rapture, for all of My Own 
Be of good cheer 
Even the least and last ones into My Fold are 
promised easier days 
Rest assured— 
 The sway of the evil one — 358

 His influence on your world has made life  
 more difficult 
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This is with purpose 
It is to entrap as a snare  359

Things made to simplify life actually cause more 
chaos 
Soon all of these will ensnare  
Life without the tools of the evil one will be quite 
difficult because he has created a trap to keep 
people sucked into his darkness 

Access to enjoyable actives 
Access to practical actives 
Access to information 
Is all coming to a quick end for those that are mine 
The evil one plans to make it impossible to access 
the things that his devices provide: 
 money 
 food 
 energy 
 goods 
 gasoline 
 information 
He aims at pressuring people into obedience and 
subservience— 
A step closer to manipulating people into his mark 

Do not take this bait 
Those that Trust Me fully will be provided for 
This transition will occur quickly 
It will be sold as a way to keep people and 
information safe 
A new thing they will do to create a servitude 
Do not agree 
Do not take the bait 
This is a trap 

They will steal everything from everyone 
Keep your focus on Me 
Trust me 
Do not be manipulated into their plan 
Those that trust Me will be provided for  360

My Faithful 
My Choir of Prayer 
My Cherished Lilies 
Be Strong in Me 
Be Faithful to Me and in Me alone 

Just as the Israelites— 
 I will deliver you 
You will meet My Son in the clouds soon 
The Rapture is real 
The dreams I have given you are clues and 
assurances 
Trust me 

I sent My Son to lay his life down for you 
I will not leave you or forsake you  361

You are My Precious ones 
My Faithful  
I AM 
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Day 18



Oct 18 — 3-5 am 

1  

The Kings’ End 
They do not win the war 
I win the war  362

They are weak and have no foresight  
They come against Me  363

They are fools! 

They gather 
They plan 
They go against Me 

But they do not know My Power 
They think I only have the power they read 
They are mislead by the deceiver 
He has told them a fantasy 
His version of the truth 

They believe that God and His people are weak 
They believe I can be conquered 

Ha! 

They have no idea My Power — 
 Because the deceiver has told them lies  
Told them he has the power 
That I can be overcome 
 
They are fools! 

Who can overcome the Creator of the Universe? 
Who can overcome the Lord God Almighty?  364

No one! 

They believe because of their pride and arrogance 
They turn their nose up at Me 
They deceiver has told the Kings  
 That they will be gods— 
 Larger and more powerful than the manmade 
 gods of the ancient times 

Fools! 

They are arrogant 
They hate Me and My People 
They will have but a short time to believe they are 
succeeding 
Then I will show My Hand of wrath 
They will wish to die 
They will fear 
They all see how the deceiver lied 
But it will be too late 

In their pride they sold their soul 
An eternal choice 
They will go to the Pit 
But not until they face My Son at Armageddon 

My Words do not lie 
My Son is so powerful that Just a single word will 
drop them 

They have no idea 
Their pride has blinded them  

Do not feel sorry for them 
Most of these men have had significant exposure to  
 My Word and rejected Truth 
They hate Me 
They chose the evil one 
This is their Just reward 

Even the ones I will raise up to appear good 
They are evil inside 

I raise up some to see if man will follow Me or 
another man 
Some say they Believe in Me— 
 But they love this world and by choosing a  
 man that promises them the life they see fit  
 as proper of good — 
 They choose a man over Me 

For you America— 
 This choice is coming 
Do not choose a man over Me 
There will be  man elevated who will  
 Offer the way of life you seek to return to 
This is a lie 
Do not follow this man 
He is evil in his heart 
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Deceptive 
Soon the choice to follow him will come 

This choice will be significant  
Do not mis-choose 

Following him will be a trap 
It will seem like the patriotic choice 
It will appear as the opportunity  
 To return life to normal 
But this is false 
He is part of them 
Part of those who hate Me 

This is a trap 
His goal is to rule with fury 
He will deliver those who call themselves  
 My People to be jailed 
He hates My People— 
 Even though he lies and says  
 He is one of Mine 
He is not 
He belongs to the evil lone 

I allow him to rise 
Yes 
But, he is not from Me 
He is a test 
A test to see who is awake 
If you believe Me or man 

If you believe Me— 
 You believe the Rapture is soon 
If you believe the Rapture is soon— 
 Then why would returning to normal be   
 important? 
Only those who are attached to this world will believe 
this falsehood 

Do not take this bait 
It will be impressively strong 
It will bring conflict 
Do not join in on either side 

Just lean into Me 
Believe in Me 
Read My Words 
Pray to Me 

Help people find Me 

When you see how the people on this earth begin to 
turn to Me in mighty ways when they are under 
pressure— 
And I send My Anointed to and fro to help 
If you still believe in Man and returning to normal— 
 I will see your heart 

This will be a poor choice 
Do not make this choice 
Avoid this by being under My Wing & serving Me 
with your whole heart 

Keep your focus on what is to come 
Your Glorious life in a Transformed, Perfected  body 
The Peaceful life without sin that is in Heaven 
The Joy of The Wedding Supper 
A world beyond your dreams 
A place of many mansions  and Perfect ion 365

Do not desire this world 
All that is good is about to be extracted very soon 

Anyone left behind will know 
It will be obvious how evil the world is when I am 
gone— 
 When My People are gone 
 When Evil rules fully 
 When the deceiver has the reigns 
It will feel, smell and look horrid 
The people will be detestable, savage and hateful  

Yes, I will save a Remnant of Rebels 
They will be good in heart 
But they will not be able to influence the darkness— 
 Not enough to change the culture 
They will hide for safety 
Yes, they will bring many to Me through Christ 
But the masses will be evil, hateful and horrid 

Even the Kings who believe this will be their dream— 
The ones who want to eradicate  
 Me from their world— 
When this occurs and they finally have this world fully 
under the power of the evil one— 
 The Kings will be saddened 
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They will see that the world they have brought about  
 with dark sentences is an awful place 
They will realize I was right 

Their pacts 
Their secret alliances 
All will go away when the Truth goes away 
They will all find that the AC has lied  
 And that he will rule them as a dictator 
 They will be slaves 
Nothing they have been promised will occur  
Their false notions of godhood will fade quickly 

Many will attempt suicide 
But, when My Grace leaves  
 And allows the deceptive one to rule— 
I also will not allow the Wicked to die  
 By their own hand  366

They need to experience the Justice and Judgement  
 That they have ushered in 
They will see their world— 
 Without My People and without Grace 
It will not be good 

When I show My Hand of Wrath— 
 There Just reward is to see it through — 
 Though they will seek to kill themselves— 
 This will not occur 
I am the Lord God Almighty— 
 I hold each life in the Palm of My Hand 
I choose when their life begins and ends— 
 Not them  
There is no escaping My Wrath to come  
 If you side with the deceiver 
Not until I say  

2The Faithful 
My Precious Church 
My Faithful Choir of Prayer 
I hear you 
Many have already begun the chorus 
My Faithful! 
My Joy! 

I Love when I see My People  
 In full Faith and Obedience 

I see Faith growing 
I see Joy for My Kingdom to come 
I see Hope rising 
I see My Strength filling people  
 Who have called My Name 

This brings Me Joy! 
You are My Joy! 

Do not fear 
If you are in Me and I am in you  
If you are praying to Me 
You will be protected by My Holy Angels  

Even now so many have been sent to the earth 
Various Kinds 
They all have different roles 
They are My Army 
They fight in the unseen on your behalf 
 Some guard 
 Some hold territory 
 Some are to bring comfort 
 Some are a barrier of protection 
My Holy Angels are powerful 
Never worship them  367

Do call on Me in prayer so I can release their power 
on your behalf  

If I so choose to make them visible to you— 
 It is not without purpose 
Do not fear 
Listen to them  

Some will guide you to safe places in what is to come 
You can pray to Me to be sure 
 But My Angels are so different than you   
  perceive that you shall know— 
 They have a peace and brightness   
 unmatched 
If they guide you—  
 Go! 

I will send some to My Faithful to keep them safe 
I will send others to bring My Anointed home 

For those praying, I will send teams to protect them 
wherever they go 
Remember My Hand is strong enough  
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 To sustain you where ever you go 
I send Angels to do My tasks 

Hold on Church! 
The Rapture is soon! 

Yes, there will be quick pace of change— 
 In the near future in front of your eyes 
First, ask to not be dismayed 
 Ask for My Discernment 
Ask to not have a love for this passing world— 
This will make watching the changes easier to handle 
Keep your focus on Me 

The changes will be many and very quick 
Hold onto Me and you will be fine 

My Faithful 
My Joyful Faithful 
You are Blessed 
You will see things that I will do— 
 That will be like no other generation has seen 
I am about to show the world glory and miracles that 
have yet to be seen 
I will not be bound to miracles of the past 
Yes as you see—  
The plagues do resemble the plagues of Egypt 
But no one can fathom it all  
My Hand is about to move and show things  
Unbelievable 
Holy Miracles 
Many things 
My Hand of Power will spring forth 

Any that still deny Me  
 After the world sees the positive protections  
 And provisions 
 After the healed and the changed— 
They deserve to be left behind 
This is Just 

What is to come is unbelievable from Me 
Get excited 
Be of good cheer 
Increase your Hope 
Soon I share with the world a New Thing 
Miracles never seen— 

Be ready to see 
Be ready to acknowledge 
Be ready to Praise 

When you see My Hand bring Miracles— 
 Point it out to those around  
 Be in Boldness 
Reassure those who may not know Me 
Show them it is Me doing this 
This will bring Faith 

These who boldly share what I do  
 As being from Me— 
 Will have special protections 
Anyone without cowardice— 
 On My behalf gets special protections  
I protect My Own 

Some of you have concerns 
How much food to prepare  
Or what to do to provide for your own until  
 My Son arrives on the clouds for you 
Prepare some goods 
But be aware that some of you— 
I will move to a new location for your own safety— 
So over preparing is of no use 
The only right thing is to each individually ask Me 
I know each situation 
I can advise 
I am here  
Ask Me 
I am here 
Trust Me 

Do not listen to those who sell fear 
Listen to Me 
For some— 
 Those with true Faith 
If your food or supplies run out—  
 I will provide miraculously 
I care for My own 

Soon none of this will matter 
In a few short moments— 
You will be Raptured  & Transformed  
And this life will be over 
Rejoice! 
I send My Son for you! 
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This is the day that the Lord has made! 
Rejoice! 
Be glad! 

Enjoy your family 
Enjoy My Nature 
Enjoy your days until the changes occur 
Do not focus on the changes 
Trust me 
I have it all in the Palm of My Hand 

3Faithful Apply Your Wisdom 
My Faithful Church 
Many of you — 
 Not much has been asked of you 
You have not been sifted by satan 
But you have been Faithful and True 
This is Honorable 

There will be some challenges in the near future 
 Respond Biblically 
 Respond with Love and Grace 
 Respond with Prayer 
Put on your Spiritual Armor 
 
If you do not apply the Truths you have collected 
from My Word over the years— 
 The days will be difficult 
If you lean into Me and allow Me to carry you— 
 Your challenges will melt into Joy 
Trust Me 

Apply the Wisdom you have been given 
Now is the time to rise up and be used 
Now is the time to prove you Faith 
Now is the time to show you believe what you say  

Some of you will be in situations that are strategic  
So I can show My Power 
These may seem unpleasant 
But Just as Paul & Silas were provided for, I will 
provide 
Trust Me no matter how it appears 
Pray fervently 
The prayers of a righteous man avail much  

4Anointed 
To My Anointed 
The time is near 
The time of Anointing in Giboa 
As it approaches  
 I know you fear being wrong 
 You fear about making future plans or not 
 You fear being left here as Faithful  
Cry out to Me 
I will answer your individual concerns 
Rest in My Peace  

In a few short days I will translate you here 
I will see you face to face 
You will be anointed with My Holy Oil 
You will have rest— 
 A deep rest you cannot not know now  

You will be prepared for what is to come 
Fitted with special skills and armor 
You will be put into teams and groups  
I will assign leaders over leaders  
All of you will work in harmony 
There will be no remnant of any negative traits 
You will be Perfected   
You will care only about My Mission— 
 To save souls 

You will have directives to follow  
And each will perform their work Perfectly 
You are My Special Army of Hope and Love 
Together you will help The Faithful and the ½ Born 
You will help bring Mine to Me 
You will be used as I see fit 
You have these rewards because you have already  
 Been sifted by satan and found worthy 

Rejoice! 
The time is near 
Rest in My Peace 
I do not lie 

Because of your importance to this fight 
I have surrounded you with My Holy Angels— 
 Even now 
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But, you still notice those around you have many  
 challenges and are not being their best 
Pray I will repair them  
And spare you from their troubles 
Pray I will release My Angels on your behalf until the  
 Transformation 
You will still have Spiritual Warfare— 
 Mostly from people that the evil one will  
 Employ to use to try and distract you 
Simply pray about it and leave it to Me 

You continue on in you pursuit of Me— 
 And react to others with Love 
Trust me 
I’ve got this 

This is the enemy’s last effort at halting  
 My Future Efforts 
He knows that is is about to lose oceans of followers  
Because of the efforts you will have on the earth 
 As you move to and fro 
Remember— 
 Nothing can harm you  
 You are protected even now 
As each challenge arises— 
 Treat it like the Spiritual War it is   
 And give it to Me to handle 

He will give up 
He does not want to fight Me 
He is a coward 
All of his manipulations are parlor tricks 
 To cause fear, frustration and anger 
But he has no power against you— 
 Because you are sealed 

Yes, still fight in the Spirit as you always have 
This is right 
But have no fear 
Nothing will stop you 
Nothing will harm you 
And as the last arrows fly— 
 Allow Me to deflect them 
Be Strong in Me as you always are 
My Good and Faithful servants 
Heirs to My Kingdom 
Rejoice the time is near! 
(actual lighting outside and no storm)  
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